"THE JUICE IS LOOSE!"

"VACATION IS ALL WE EVER WANTED!"

INDENHURST MEMORIAL LIBRARY
INDENHURST, NEW YORK 11757
"HOMECOMING PAST"

"LINDY SPIRIT"
"IS THIS A TAXI?"

Oct. 8, 1988
Oct. 14, 1989
Oct. 19, 1990
HOMECOMING KING
AND QUEEN
KEVIN WOODS
AND
JACQUE BEASLY

AMERICAN 4

MR. PRESIDENT
SPIRIT WEEK
Your ring has been designed to symbolize class unity, pride, school recognition and is a traditional and unique way to provide you with lasting memories of your high school days. This exclusive ring was created with you in mind. You can be proud of your ring for a lifetime.

Tradition has it that your ring should be turned once for each year — represented by your graduation year date. It should be worn so that when you look at it, you can read your school name around the stone. When you become a senior, the ring is reversed so that when you hold your hand out the person looking at the ring can read the school name properly.

Someone special to you will be the last to turn your ring. This last turn will "lock" your ring.
WHO ARE THE BOARD MEMBERS?

They are unpaid officials elected by the taxpayers to take the formal legal actions and assume the major responsibility for the conduct of the schools. These people all work at making a living or work in their homes — just as you do. Therefore, the Board President must delegate certain responsibilities to the Superintendent of Schools and will ask him to make reports and recommendations to the Board of Education. This is necessary and proper procedure.
To the Class of 1992:

My heartfelt congratulations to you upon your graduation from our school. What a wonderful time this is for you and your family! The sense of accomplishment must be great. The long hours of studying, reading, writing and planning have led you to this day of triumph. A diploma from Lindenhurst High School does not come easy. You have met demanding requirements in a successful manner. A great sense of pride should envelope you, as you have done well individually and as a class.

As this special year draws to a close, you will be leaving our safe and loving environs for a cold and challenging world. I believe you to be well prepared for the challenge ahead. You have the ability to continue to learn and to make sound decisions. I know for certain that you are a credit to your family, the community and our great High School.

Thank you for contributing so much to our school. You have helped to make our school great and made my role as Principal a wonderful one. I will always remember this class as one with great spirit, enthusiasm, and zest. My memories of the Class of '92 are wonderful ones as I am sure your thoughts of your years at Lindy High will be.

Remember, as you say farewell to your alma mater, that it will always be there for you. The friendships you have made with peers and teachers will last a lifetime. I wish you the best life has to offer and good fortune in your future endeavors.

Bless you.

Sincerely yours,

Neil Lederer
Principal
ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS

RICHARD BIANCANELLO

JOHN J. DIFFILY

FRANK W. GROTSCHEL
WHO IS THIS BOY BEHIND ME?

WHAT'S HER NAME AGAIN?

IS IT SNOWING YET?

ONLY SEVEN MORE CUPS AND I'LL BE UP!

Ma Che Cosc?
MUSIC DEPARTMENT

BRUCE HOUSTON
Coordinator Music and Art

MURRAY KAHN

ELAINE KUBIK

JOHN MYSZKA

Faculty
GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT

LINDA CASTELLAN
HENRY HASSON
JOHN IENGGO
JOHN MARCHETTI

LIBRARIANS & AIDES

MRS. SCHOMBURG
MRS. FALCO
MRS. MILLER
MRS. INCAMMICA
MRS. WOOD
MRS. DELEONARDO
SUBSTITUTES

ALEXANDRIA BRENNAN

ELMO HICKS

MISSING:
SHEILA HARTMAN
SHEILA MENDELLY

JOSEPH SILVESTRI

GARY WEITIN

JROTC

ELMO HICKS

PHILIP CURTIS
ANCY BROSTEK

IN-SCHOOL SUSPENSION

NURSES

BETTY LECUIT

SPEECH AND HEARING

ANTHONY DATTERO

PSYCHOLOGIST

SOCIAL WORKER

TOM DELISE

MARCIA OLLSTEIN

CHRISTOPHER DELGAUDIO
MATH
DEPARTMENT

DONALD NORTON

WILLIAM BROUDMENKEL

ROBERT BUKOWSKI

EXTRA CREDIT ANYONE?

DAWN DE SIMONE

RICHARD DANOWSKI

RICHARD KUPLEN
SECRETARIES


Left to Right: P. Sutton, B. Beer, B. McCarthy.

Left to Right: P. Bulasko, P. Walsh.

Left to Right: M. Bryant.

Left to Right: C. McKinlay, G. Roberts, L. Talmone, L. Whelan J. Bender.

Faculty

MEMO
THIS IS DEDICATED TO OUR FAVORITE TEACHER/ADMINISTRATOR
THE CLASS OF 1992 DEDICATION

We are in a decade with new and innovative ideas. One innovator is a man who truly strives for success. He is an inspiration to students, colleagues, friends, and athletes. He is a true family man, a loving father and husband. He is not only a father to his immediate family, but also to the students who regard him with the highest respect. It is for these and countless other reasons that the 1992 Bulldog Yearbook has been dedicated to this unique individual. He has willingly performed special services for the class, the Lindenhurst sports program, and his fellow colleagues. It is with great enthusiasm that we, the graduating class of 1992, dedicate our yearbook to Mr. Richard Biancaniello, a teacher, administrator, coach and friend.

With Love,
The Class of 1992
WHO IS THAT BABY?
AFRAID TO LEAVE MY SAFE PLACE

Goodbye to my safe place that was my school.
Goodbye to my teachers that helped me through the years.
Thanks to my family for helping me grow.
I thank you all for being there when I needed you and for when I will need you again.
All of my teachers said IT would happen —
That one day I would graduate.
The time has come and I can’t believe how fast it happened.
Oh, how scared I am!
There is no safe place for me any more.
There are no teachers that will help to tell me how to do anything.
And now my strength is gone.
How will I adjust without my family’s strength and courage?
It seems like I am all alone.
And that scares me.
There is no one to tell me which road to take.
How do I know which road is the right choice?
It has happened.
I am going to have to grow up
Even if I AM SCARED.

NICOLE GUILIANO
A FLASH BACK AT THE FACES WHICH ROAMED THESE HALLS
JOHN ABRAHAMS

JENNIFER N. ACCOVELLI

TINA MARIE ALFANO

I was here... I left... I came back... And now I'm gone.

THOMAS M. ALINI
Junior Vice President, Football 10, 11

DANIEL ALLEN
Softball Club 9-12

TARA ANDREINI
Prom, King, Yearbook Correspondent, The Deep Doors
JM, I never club, Varsity football Starr

BRUCE ANDERSEN
Cheerleading 9-12, Caps. 9, 11, Softball 9, 10 Caps. 10

Wrestling 9-12, Badminton 12

JUSTIN ANDERSON
Ski Club, Students Council, German Club, V. Soccer, Tennis, Lacrosse

CHRISTINE ASARO
LAUREN ATTWOOD
"Answered" Sweet 16-10. Homecoming, Pops, Ring
promenades, Yorba Linda, LPA Trust
Ranger VP; 1st runner, Shogun, USA, All-citizens Jr.
Clubs: Sleep Sessions, Freshman Boys, 90110 Fan
Clubs. W/F/M. Pres. Ski Club

TANYA ATALA

SHAWN BABCOCK

CHERYL BAK

VINCENT BARRIER
New Crew, Big Ed Club, Football 9-12, Lacrosse 10-
12 Variety, Shuffleboard, Cheerleading, Shut up Smith
football players. Rang Harder

GINA BARONE
Honor Society, Students Government, Varsity Club, Pops, Ring.
Yorba Linda, Commemorative, Varsity (9-12), Varsity Gymnastics (9-
10), JV Softball. Let me tell you a little story — Not Have
another Gender

JOANNE BARONE

DANIEL BELANGER

JOLEEN BELLINATO
NICHOLAS CARRANO

DONNA CARRATI
Student Council Second Vice President, National Honor Society 9-12, Fundraising Chair Person, JV Tennis 9-12, Varsity Tennis 11-12, Varsity Spring Track 9-12

DENISE CASCONE
Key Club Pres. 11-12, Senior Prom Com., Yearbook Staff, Environmental Club, Art Service Club, Art Honor Society, Badminton 11-12, Jefferson Rattler

RUSSELL CATSORIS

OMAR CEBALLOS
Marching Band, Lacrosse 7-12, Senior 7-12

STEVEN CEBALLOS
Marching Band, Lacrosse 7-12, Football 11-12

NEIL CHIVVIS
Ski Club, Marching Band, Senior, Lacrosse, Dance, Monopoly

ALLISON CIANCARELLI
Yearbook Staff, Homecoming, Varsity and JV Basketball 9-11, Varsity Tennis 11-12, JV and Varsity Softball

NICOLE CIARAVINO

DEBRA CIARELLO
Cheerleading 9-12, Track 11, Class of '92
BARBARA CIA TTO
Marching Band 9-12, Mixed Choir 9-12, Choir 9-12, Players 9-12, Key Club 12, Odyssey 11

CHRISTOPHER CIA LIRI
Varsity Track and Field

ALENA COLETTI

JODY CONNER
National Honor Society, Student for Social Responsibility, Badminton

Megan COOKSON
Art Club 9, German Club 9, Cross Country 9, Cross Country 9-10, Cheerleader 10-12, Jazz Band 10, Marching Band 9-12, Tennis 9-12, Orchestra 9-12, Math Team 9-12, Science Olympiad 9-12, Chess 9-12, Photography 9-12, Student Council 9-12, French Club 9-12, Boys Choir 9-12, Girls Choir 9-12, Choir 9-12, Players 9-12, Key Club 12, Odyssey 11

STEVEN CIA TTO
Marching Band 9-12, Thai Dance 10-12, Choir 9-12, Players 9-12

LISA CILENTI

ANGELA CIRRINCIONE

ERIKA COMPONI

JEREMY CONNELL
Varsity Wrestling, Varsity Football, Varsity Lacrosse
PAUL JOHNSEN
Good luck to my class of 1992

ROSLANNE KELLERMANN

DANNY KIM

JEFFREY KOBRYN

JENNIFER JORDAN

MICHAEL KENNY

JENNIFER JORDAN

MICHAEL KAMENIAK

MAUDE KOGUT
Key Club, Girls Varsity Swimming 9-11, Girls Varsity Diving 1 year

TRACY KRAMER
ARThur Krapf
Varsity Tennis 10-12, JV 7, 9

CHRISTina Lach
Volleyball 10-12, JV 7, 9

MaTtheW Ladolcetta
Left Field Trip '91, Boys' Computer Club

TIMOTHY LAGE

EDWARD LAGUARDIA

KenneTH LAMELLA

ANGELA LAPOLLA

CHRiSTOPHeR LAUNIER
Ski Club, Key Club, Theater, Chess Team, Jr. Symphonic Band, Marching Band Director

BriAN LAWLOR
Student Council, Ski Club, Varsity Club, National Honor Society, Left '91, Yearbook, Golf 9-12, JV Basketball, JV Soccer

SIOBHAIN LEAVY
LOUIS MAZZARELLI  
National Honor Society President, Debate Team, Senior Class Treasurer, Charles Jones Times Editor, Badminton All-League

AMANDA MALVIN

CARYANN McHUGH

MICHAEL MCKAY

SHERI MENERLIN

EDWARD MENCARELLI

MARLA MENDRINOS

GREGORY MICHALAKOPOULOS

ALEXANDER MILLER

HEATHER MILLER
KEVIN PURDY
Charlies Steen Players 9-12, Key Club 11, Marching Band 9-12

ALICIA RANDAZZO
JV and Freshman Cheerleading

DONNA RAY

KEITH REGAN

BRIAN REILLY

JOHN REYNOLDS
NHS Treasurer, Charlie Steen Players

KRISTEN RICCA

KIMBERLY RICE
Art Club, Varsity Gymnastics

MICHAEL RICHARDSON

KRISTINE Riemma
NANCY RISSO
Prom, Homecoming, Yearbook, King Committee, LPA President, Drama, Drama, J. Drama Fan Club, Bugle, Drama, Meme, Art, County Meet Crown, Student Council, Varsity Tennis, JH Club

ALLISON RISSO
Charles Men Playoffs, Theatre, Student Council, Varsity Tennis

CHRISTINE RYAN
Cheerleading 9-11, Meteor Club, Spanish Club

KELLY RYDER
Homecoming, Student Council, Students for Social Responsibility, Prom Committee, Yearbook Committee, Student Club, Volleyball – JY, Varsity, Intramural, St. Running Team, Here’s no comment for beauty like happiness

REGINA SAGESSER
Spanish Club 11-12, Homecoming, Run and Shine! A new day has begun; Good luck!

PATRICIA SALVATO
LENISSCANDOLO
"Get up; get busy; and let us lose"

JOSEPH SANTANGELO
LIUANN SCALZO
JOSEPH SCOLLO

PATRICIA SEAMAN

DEIRDRE SEJUT

PATRICK SERVEDIO

RONALD SHARROCK

OREN SILVERS

MICKLA, SINGH

Volleyball Field Hockey "Mickey"

MARK SIRICO

Key Club 10-11, Football 9-12, Wrestling 10-12, You're smart, Band

COLLEEN SKADL

Marching Band, Clarinet Section Leader 11, Drum Major 12, Choir, Drum Line Leader 11-12, Tennis, Jazz Band, Concert Band, Odyssey

JENNIFER SLIWOSKI
ALBERT SMITH
Ski Club, Surf Club, City Streets Fan Club, MCX/CCTC, World Tour Society, Football, Lacrosse, Basketball, Golf, Skiing, Snowboarding, Juggler
Wrestler, The world won't listen.

BEAU SMITH
Mecumine Club, Football 9-11, Baseball 11-12

BOBBIE JO SMITH

MICHAEL SMITH
Yearbook Committee, Thorpiano 11-12, Charles Street Players 10-12, Charles Street Players Acting Director 12

JASON SMITH

ALEXIS SMYTH
Ski Club 3 years, Varsity Swimming & Theater Club

PYONG-SU SON
Yearbook Staff, Key Club, Ski Club, Volleyball

ANTHONY SMITH

SCOTT SMITH

ANTHONY SMITH

ERIE SMITH
Chew Crew, The Big Ed Club, Football 9-12

MICHALL SMITH
Yarmooci, Theftspuw 11-12, Street Playm 10-12, Street Playm Award Winner 12

PYONG-SU SON
Yearbook Staff, Key Club, Ski Club, Volleyball

ALBERT SMITH
Ski Club, Surf Club, City Streets Fan Club, MCX/CCTC, World Tour Society, Football, Lacrosse, Basketball, Golf, Skiing, Snowboarding, Juggler
Wrestler, The world won't listen.
Jennifer Wenzel

Timothy White

Jennifer Winger

Krista Wolf

Kevin Woods

Volleyball 10-12, Homecoming King

James Wright

Kelli Wright

Christine Yerks

Holly Yorrie
KEVIN YURCAK
Varsity Football 10-12

MICHAEL ZADIK
Band 9-12, Mixed Choir 10-12, Orchestra 10-12, Marching Band
10-11, Charles Jones Band Drummer 12, ICMEA Orchestra 10, All
County Band 10-11, Freshman Basketball

PAUL ZAFFRANO

ADRIENNE ZAMBITO

GIOVANNI ZELKO
National Honor Society Vice President, Ski Club, Yearbook Com-
mittee, School Newspaper Staff, Soccer 9, Volleyball 10-12, Track
11-12, Tennis 9-10

LAURIE ZELLER

HEATHER ZIMMS

SHARON ZOLLNER

JANELLE ZUH

DAWN HIMPLER

JEFFREY ZANELOTTI
National Honor Society, Student Council, Choir Team, Debate Team, Soccer Team, Varsity Jousting
Synchro Team, Junior Varsity Swimming, Varsity Swimmer, Varsity Lacrosse, Varsity Archery Captain,
Alligator Wrestling
FLASHBACK TO OUR EARLIER DAYS
"ROTC ANYONE?"

"WANT A BITE TO EAT?"
WELCOME to the
4TH ANNUAL
STUDENT LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
November 24-26, 1991

NYSAA
NEW YORK STATE ADVISORS
ASSOCIATION
Student Council News
by John Ogilvie

The Lindenhurst Senior High School Student Council, to quote president Brian Lawler, "all over it!" The 1991-1992 Student Council has really been working in conjunction with the entire school community to bring about positive programs. Never before has the involvement level been this high. With the success of Safe Halloween, the Council can now move with confidence under the guidance of Mr. Lois Paulein and Ms. Leanne Barney.

In November, an eight representative team traveled to Binghamton to the "Ride the Carousel of Leadership" conference which was attended by 500 New York high school students. The conference offered many workshops which were designed to not only develop leadership techniques, but to cultivate interest in school activities. It was decided that there are both high risk and low risk people. If the few high risk people could motivate the low risk people, all of the activities would be increasingly successful.

In a regional meeting, Student Council junior vice president Marissa Scourtos was elected to a secretarial position on the State Student Council. For an unprecedented second time, Marissa will be representing our high school as one of the only two representatives from the entire county. An election was held in which she outlined her past achievements on State and Local Student Councils. She also discussed her future plans for affecting education throughout the State. Marissa will attend a National Conference in which will be attended by 1,500 students. Congratulations, Marissa!

The trip also included tours of the campuses at SLINY Binghamton and at Cornell University. Mr. Paulein and Ms. Barney provided the group with an opportunity to experience college life first hand.

The Syracuse conference, which will be open to next year's Student Council (for which elections will be held in the spring) also includes social opportunities such as a semi formal dance.

The Student Council now wants to accomplish new goals and include as many participants as possible. The New Student Council is looking for interested people with time, ideas, or just Lindy spirit. In this time of financial distress, all of us working together can make it possible for this school and community to weather the storm.

This year Student Council is entertaining some new and exciting ideas. It is a wonderful time to GET INVOLVED!

NYSAA
NEW YORK STATE ADVISORS
ASSOCIATION

Marissa Scourtos
Corresponding Secretary for State Organization
New York State Student Council Representative
FADS AND FASHION
STUDENT COUNCIL presents
SAFE HALLOWEEN
OCT 31 THURS 4:00-5:30 pm
ALIY HIGH SCHOOL
Face Painting - Balloons - Photos - More!
ALL LINDY CLUBS

HALLOWEEN

Halloween
TRICK OR TREAT

Halloween ♦ ♦ 105
STUDENT COUNCIL PUMPKIN PAINTING CONTEST

Winner — Dennis Carter

2nd place — Jim Wright

3rd place — Mike Kamienick

It has become a tradition for Lindenhurst students to paint pumpkins on Halloween and bring them to the Children's Hospital in Stonybrook.
STUDENT COUNCIL VISITS CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL!

WHAT A CLOWN!

"JUST CLOWNING AROUND"
"WINTER WONDERLAND!"

TIS' THE SEASON!
CHRISTMAS PRESENT

"CHRISTMAS PAST!

WINTER

"CHRISTMAS PRESENT!

FUTURE
Being an advisor means so many things:

... It's having the opportunity to work with some really talented individuals.

... It's an incredible feeling of accomplishment on a Homecoming morning, looking at the results of a lot of hard work, time, and planning.

... It's enjoying seeing typically jean-clad young men and women looking so mature and beautiful at a prom.

... It's knowing that you're a part of a very special process, ultimately leading to graduation.

... It's something that will always mean so much to someone who has taken the time to care...
To the class of '92,

Being a part of the Bulldog '92' staff as editor has given me the opportunity to work with many special people, such as friends and teachers. They have put up with all of my different moods and have been there with me to create layouts, make deadlines, and stood by me at the most hectic times of my senior year. Being editor has brought me very fond memories that I will cherish for a lifetime.

I never thought the years would go by so quickly, bringing us up to graduation and the end of our high school lives. Every time each of you look back at this yearbook, "Flashback" to all of the special memories we all shared together and the good times we have spent at Lindenhurst High School.

Love Always,

Jenni Hess
To the class of '92,

It seemed as though the year 1992 would never arrive as quickly as it did. Now it has, and we must move on and lead separate lives. This past year was the year I'll never forget, the great friends I made, early dismissal, becoming editor of our yearbook, and just enjoying the senior spotlight.

Working on this yearbook has meant meeting deadlines, having major responsibilities, and listening to Mrs. Johnson and Ms. Barone for hours on end. I realized that all the yelling and the attitudes that were given paid off. This yearbook definitely proves it.

It's been a blast!!

Love Always,

Jennifer Spatafora
Dear Fellow Graduates,

How hard it is to put together a few sentences to say what I'd like to. How can you wrap up four of the best years of your life? I'll do my best.

I've known most of you since grade school or Junior High. At that age, we never cared about "the future," and assumed that we'd always be together. Now, that we're through with most of the educational period of our lives, we've grown enough to be able to realize that "all good things come to an end," and we are forced to bid farewell to our school, our friends, but never our memories.

I know that I will be forever having Flashbacks of my school days in this district. These are sure to be some of my most fond.

We've kept this in mind in putting the book together. We know that this book is supposed to give its owner Flashbacks when it's opened for the first time, or twenty years from now.

I know that everyone on the committee has had many Flashbacks while working on this book; and I hope that we have succeeded in putting together a time capsule which will cause each of you to have many fond Flashbacks for years to come.

I miss all of you terribly!

Fondly,
E. Buonagura

J. Osborn, E. Buonagura, Asst. Editors
The Student Council is a group composed of selected representatives from every grade, background and interest. As individuals, the members insure that the interests of their particular class is fairly served. As a group, the Lindenhurst Student Council plays an active part in the community and the school. Whether it is taking part in a food drive, organizing the Safe Halloween Program, helping senior citizens, or decorating the hallways, the Student Council contributes to the welfare of Lindenhurst, and proudly displays the type of people who make up the Lindenhurst High School.
CLASS OF 1992
SENIOR OFFICERS

Top Row: Jenn DiPalma, Keri Crean, Justin Andersen, Louis Mazzarello, Donna Caruna.
Bottom Row: Ms. Raab, Jamie Bradley, Mrs. Panfo
Missing: Emily Gaidroff, Desiree Rund.

BREAKFAST WITH THE BOSS
JUNIOR CLASS: Advisor Mr. Vinny Lawrence, K. Gebel, C. Hacklebury, D. Arment, M. Steel, M. Scortis.

FRESHMAN CLASS:
Top Row: Mr. Miliani, Carmen Cordova; Mr. Lauro, Mr. Martin.
Bottom Row: Dorothy Bower, Joanne Tenna, Nicole Patri, Lauren McGavon, Iris Sherry.

SOPHOMORE CLASS:

ADVISORS: Mr. Vinny Lawrence and Mr. Andrea D'Aliero.
NEW MEMBERS
Christine Asaro
Gina Barone
Troy Benvenuto
Leana Brett
Jennifer Campo
Donna Carratu
Jody Connor
Keri Crean
Mike DeLuca
Amy Ferraro
Dawn Frontera
Kathleen Garbe
Stacey Frizarry
Brian Lawlor
Kristen Manlione
Mary Mattias
Louis Mazzarelli
Jessica Nagle
Aime Neills
Alicia Paterno
John Reynolds
Kelly Ryder
Regina Sagesser
Frank Spada
Amy Westpfal
Jeff Tansfetti
Giovanni Telko

SENIOR MEMBERS
Chris Acquaviva
Rob Aiola
Nicole Anderson
Cindy Benkert
Jennifer Beyrer
Julia Brizzi
Jessica Brolly
David Curry
Rob Delmarco
Steve DeLucia
Terence Goff
Michelle Healy
Jennifer Quartuccio
Tom Rizzato
Khanh Uong
David Walsh
Erica Whelan

INDUCTIONS
May 14, 1991

BOWL-A-THON
SAFE HALLOWEEN

PROBATES: Top Row: Joe Santangelo, Arvin Arellano, Frank DelVecchio, Greg Gavins, Eric Ingher, Lori Bonaventura, Cherie Hackenberg, Charissa Kearnan, Michael Elder, Brett Gwattney, Kevin Dorr, John Ospiel. Second Row: Tim Wright, Heather Duffey, Brian Fenzello, Roberta Mascio, Andrew Skowron, Brian Hall, Andrew Terzella, Adria Damalas, Monica Tedesco, Elizabeth Curry, Maria Thedspoms, Vincent Caravella, Adam Stask. First Row: Marissa Scorsuti, Carla Gohlb, Lisa Torrellas, Christine Fisch, Kelly Eiting, Daniela Tedesco, Sandy Ouing, Megan Marquardt, Heather Griffin, Advisors Mr. Pradeliner and Ms. Baronie.
THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE MARINES

JROTC AT PEP RALLY "91"
LEADERSHIP
CITIZENSHIP
PRIDE


FLY THE FLAGS PROUDLY

SEMPER FI!

ROTC
Top Row: Frank Fusaro, Mike Steel, Gary Martin, Tom Moran, Mike Shea, Linda Styvsiek, John Ogilvie.
2nd Row: Mr. DeLuca, Jennifer Spatafora — President, Tom Baldassare.

NATIONAL ART HONOR SOCIETY
CALLIGRAPHY CLUB

ADVISOR
MS. JOHNSON

PRESIDENT
Erin Burnagin

Ro Kellerman, Courtney O'Shaughnessy, Cary McHugh

Back Row: Kelly Schiffer, Maria Pirraglia, Katie Schnepf, Regina Corrigan, Angela Mannina, Ro Kellerman, Peter Bowdren, Joanna Corias, Gary McHugh.
Front Row: Ira Shenty, Carmen Hillebrand, President — Jen DiPalmis, Vice President — Desiree Rand, missing Kristina Wolfert.

ART CLUB

Art Service — Executive Producer — PETER BOWDEN

Activities 123
Lindy Trib

No Sex Ed. In Lindy

L.H.S. Expands its Horizons
"THE DEBATE TEAM!"

A NPM (non-participating member), Frank Spada, Louis Mazzeotti, Mr. J. Montefusco, Tom O’Brien.

Second Row: NPM, Greg Garvin, NPM, NPM, Nina Calleri, NPM, Kristy Westphal, Diana.

Bottom Row: Dr. Russo, Amy Westphal, Sandy Ching, NPM, NPM, NPM.

"THE KEY CLUB!"

Top Row: Karl Hebel, Jessica Lyons, Laurie Wiegel, Peggy Murphy, Marybeth Word, Im Sherry, Gary Lazore, Kristin Robertson, Lauren McGowan, Kathleen Moss, Eileen Dorfner, Heather Schmitt, Jessica, Thomas O’Brien.

Second Row: Clarin Rochef, Stacy Effrem, Francis Fusaro, Malissa Hue, Michelle, Kevin Garfe, Leah Manolikos, Jennifer Delucio, Polly Bernai, Elizabeth Franklin, Lori Bonaventura, Johana, Christian Gualter, Jr.

Third Row: Tram Nguyen, Michelle Kozlowski, Patti Barforo, Danielle Tedesco, Thia Aljohna, Clariss Kearn, Monica Tedesco, Christine Hills, Kelly Living, Marlene Sarli, Tina Padilla, Vicki Hellman, Josephine L., Christina Bonaventura, Heather Henry, Joanne Cardo, Jennifer Sowtonski, Marianna Scarrow, Maureen Castledy.

Bottom Row: Cassandra Willis, Kelly Hancock, Barham Ciano, Maude Koga, Kevin Fitzgerald, Cary McHugh, Denise Cavette, Brenda Cristiano, Mr. Lowenberg, Brenda Pearin, Susan Joppolo, Jean Burnia, Kristy Perdy, Michelle Fay.

CHESS CLUB

Top Row: Steve Alexinas, NPM, Greg Garvis, Frank Spada, Daniel Dean (President), Mrs. D. Miller.

Middle Row: Charles Burgio, Randy Slevog, Edward Grace, Thomas O’Brien.

Bottom Row: Johnny Yacoub, Caroline Massimo, Mark Keenam, Chris Richardson. Missing: Fred Sudak and John Irving.
DECA


MATH CLUB

Mr. Panaritis, Jenni Hess, Nicole Miselli, Lauren Atwood, Beth Binner, Nino Perilli, Steven Cebullos, Micky Singh, Adena Coletti, Erin Buonagura, Allison Ciancarelli, Stephanie Calderone, Emily Gaulrapp
SPANISH CLUB

Top: Arvin Arellano, Kevin Dorf, Tim Wright, Ralph Hess.
Middle: Vinny Caravella, Eileen Currie, Ira Shealy, Adam Stulak, Joanne Caridi.
Bottom: Greg Garvin — Treasurer, Regina Sagesser — Vice President, Keri Lynn Cream — President, Sandy Chiang — Secretary.

FRENCH CLUB

Seated: Christina Gwaldney, Secretary; Brett Gwaldney, Vice President; Mary Matias, President; Gary LaTore, Treasurer.
Row Behind Seated: Brian Fronato, Alicia Paterno, Kelly Hancock, Carissa Wells, Tram Nguyen, Charlene Roché, Ms. Kiisa Valenti, Advisor.
Next Row: Sharon Knapp, Kevin Dorf, Frank DeVillano, Vincent Caravella, Kelly Hughes, Heather Dafficy.
Top Row: Ira Shely, Laurie Wiegel, Megan Marquardt, Peninx Nasser, Bernadette Walsh, Jennifer Sowinski, Lutfa Gebel.

GERMAN CLUB

Left to Right: Joseph Capellino, Bonnie McAvin, Michelle Anna Marie May, Kerri Burley, Greg Caritas, Amanda McAvin, Heidi Hoff, Meg Marquardt, Saul Chu.
Top Row (L-R): Bob Weiden, Joe Powers, Greg Garvis, Tim Wright, Scott Egas, Peter Bowden, Jeff Zaneloni, Vincent Pertile, Michael Baglioni, Brian Lawler, Arvin Arifian.


What a Trio!

Wet-N-Wild

1st place, as usual!
Top Row (L-R): Dan Allen, Craig Tabu, Derek Buckley, Jimmy Tremar, Justin Anderson, Ryan Caminita, Joe Bonnano.
2nd Row (L-R): Peter Bowden, Mike Jones, Doug Magnes, Ian Stal, Kelly Ryder, Kristen Marzionate, Beth Nagele, Kristy Weisfield.
Bottom Row (L-R): Christian Rochisio, Mike DiMarco, Earl Goetswein, Dennis Opaka, Brian Lee, Ryan Hayner.

THE SURF CLUB

STOKED!
COCÒ SI!
BUON GIORNO!
SURF'S UP!

HANG TEN!
DUDE!

CHILLIN!
ROMA!

CHOW!

THE ITALIAN CLUB

Top Row (L-R): Mrs. Lederer, Laurie Wiegell, Josephine Bitelli, Jenn Pausch, Jenn DeFalco, Tina Cianciotti, Roberta Mascio, Kim Allenburg, Carisba Willie. Middle Row (L-R): Monica Jenn Sciarra, Christine Asaro, [President], Dania Tedesco. Kneeling: Matthew Tedesco, Camilla Asaro.
THE SKI CLUB


"DAFFY"

Canada, Mt. Sainte Anne

Ms. Barone
KILLINGTON -8°
BRODIE TWILIGHT
BUTTERNUT

CANADA!!!
DRUMLINE AND COLOR GUARD
ONE ACT PLAYS
MIXED CHOIR

GENERAL CHOIR

Activities 137
ORCHESTRA

Orchestra: Back Row: Mr. Myers, Laura Kost, Katie Schnepp, Alarice Matre, Alicia Pitterno, Stephen Feng, Sharon Spada, Regina Sagasser, Christine Fitch, Cheri Hackenberg, Unknown, Charlie Casey, unknown, Janet Knowack, unknown, unknown.
Front Row: Keri De Simone, Marissa Scourtos, Christine Asaro, unknown, Heidi Hoff, unknown.

CONCERT BAND
creativity is one of the strongest marks of man, it has produced for him and his fellow man the greatest blessings the world has ever known.

creativity produced the wheel; it harnessed electricity; it discovered the atom; it found cures for dread disease of both the body and the mind; it prolonged life and comforted the ill; it healed limbs, patched a heart, brought back sight, restored hearing.

man's creativity has produced for fellow man the greatest treasures the world has ever known — beauty to the eye on canvas, beauty to the mind in poetry and prose, joy to the heart in music and dance, inspiration to the intellect in the drama.

That was then:

"The Dragon"
Strong and proud,
Perched atop the highest mountain;
It watches its world revolving
Below.

Neither male nor female,
Young nor old,
Eternally magnificent . . .

... The elegant dragon stretched
Its long magnificent, strangely
delicate
Neck upwards
Embracing the Sun, the Creator.

This is now:

She Stares into the sunset
and spies his flowing features.
His essence never changing as the
color dusted clouds glide through
the twilight hued sky.
She sees his soul pure like an
artists palate shaped in azure
rose and plum.
She beholds him mauve and lilac
as the burning daystar dips into the
verdant sea.
The waves frosted in reflected
beauty stretch out his arms to
her, the pale sandy shore.
LINDY SUPERLATIVES

LINDY'S BIGGEST FANS
Peter Rowden and Jamie Bradley

OUR OWN HOWIE AND ROSIE
Jeff Zanette and Stacey Irizarti

MOST TALENTED
Amy Westphal and Mike Zadik

CHATTER BOXES
Giovanni Zelko and Kristen Mantione

SHOW US THOSE PEARLY WHITES
Earl Goerwein and Kelly Ryder

EINSTEINS OF THE 90'S
Mary Mattias and Lou Mazarelli

YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY, BABY
Brian Reilly

Giselle Marinello

KEN AND BARBIE OF LINDY
Brian Annabel and Nancy Russo

THE BEST OF '91-'92
BEST PERSONALITY
Kevin Woods and Aine Nellis

FUTURE PICASSOS
Jeff Zanevetti and Shennan Fraguadas

LINDY’S CLASSIC TWOSOME
Emily Gaulknapp and Eric Olson

WHO’S THAT GIRL
Christine Asaro

WHO’S THAT GUY
Omar Cehallas

HOTTEST BUNS
Nancy Russo and Billy DeWitt

NORTON AND KRAMDEN
Joe Memisanto and Lou Massarelli

WILMA AND BETTY
Keri Creas and Penni Nasseri

CASSANOVA OF CLASS OF ’92
Paul Gillen (not pictured — Jen Fries)
SEES ALL — TELLS ALL
Lauren Attwood

BRIAN BLOOM’S COMPETITION
Ryan Cambrudella

THE NEXT DONALD TRUMP
Leo Mazurek

“GLAD TO MEET YOU”
Jamie Bradley and Ken Schmitt

LINDY’S OWN BO JACKSON
Jamie Malrose

THE JENNIFER CAPRIATTA OF LINDENHURST
Tyne Borgesano

AARON NEVILLE OF LINDY HIGH
Ramsey Curren

MARIAH CAREY OF LINDY
Megan Cookson

THE NEXT SANDRA DAY O’CONNOR
Kelly Ryder

BETTY DAVIS’S FOLLOWER
Jenn DiPalma
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease, Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

Are You Prolonging the Recession?

Kuwait is liberated. Iraq's army is defeated. This war is now behind us.
The Lindenhurst High School interscholastic Fall Sports programs were very successful and generated a lot of enthusiasm and support. One of the highlights was our Scholar-Athletes Awards... 138 out of 320 athletes, or 43% of all athletes, were named to the honor roll, with an 85 or better average during the first marking period. In addition, three teams: Girls Swimming and Diving, Golf, and Boys Volleyball also accumulated a team academic average of 85 or higher. Quite an accomplishment!

**Varsity Football**, under the direction of Head Coach Giancarlo and Assistant Coaches Cammarota, Haynes, and Dattaro, made it to the final four in the large school championships; before losing to the eventual county champion. Newsport, in the semi-finals. This followed victories over powerhouses Patchogue-Medford and Comsewogue. Coach Russo and Coach Rogers led the J.V. Football team to an undefeated season in League II, highlighted by a terrific comeback against Ward Melville.

Four **Cross Country** runners, Dave Ednie, Scott Eger, Ray Leavitt, and Charles Hoffken, won ribbons and medals at the Suffolk Officials and town of Brookhaven meets. Coach Scot has high hopes for next year with these young men.

The **Varsity and JV Cheerleading** squads continued to instill school spirit with musical routines and exciting stunts and pyramids. Coaches Loehr and Destefano are already planning new cheers for next year's pep rally.

This year, a bonfire was an added highlight to the annual pep rally. In front of a packed gym, Coaches Whinn's and Varsity's Gymnasts dazzled the crowd with their summies, handsprings, and aries. Michelle Gross led the team with an outstanding season, culminating in the county championship.

Coach Jasens's **Field Hockey** team steadily improved throughout the season. Sophomores led this young team by scoring all the goals. The JV team, under Coach Twist; recorded a strong 5-1-2 record and will contribute mightily to the future varsity.

**Boys Soccer** suffered close losses early in the season. Under Coach Kaplan's patience, the team progressed and beat teams they had lost to earlier. Their season culminated in a second half record of 3-2-1. With 12 players returning, in addition to an enthusiastic JV, coached by Mr. Gates, they know they will be a team to reckon with in 1992.

Our full **Golf** team started strongly under Coach Fitz, with many junior high players showing an interest in the sport. This year man, Brian Lawlor, earned his third consecutive All-League award, and led the team in competition.

**Girls Varsity Soccer** qualified for the county play-offs for the second consecutive year. Coach Byrne inspired his players to reach the semi-finals of the large school championship, losing to eventual champion, Northport. This followed exciting, over-time victories against Ward Melville and Half Hollow Hills.

In her first year, Coach Grice led her **Swimming And Diving** team to 2nd place in League II. With the assistance of Coach Cornelia, Debbie Arnet qualified and reached the diving finals at the state championships in Buffalo. In addition, her teammates set 7 school records, breaking some that were set over ten years ago.

**Girls Varsity Tennis** had an outstanding season, finishing in 2nd place in League II. The championship was not decided until the regular season ended, when Linda faced Sachem in a postponed match. Needing only one more match to win, Lindenhurst lost in a hard-fought third set tie-breaker. Coach Outlander looks forward to the talent that will lead the team next year, which includes Coach Taplin's JV girls. This young group compiled a 4-6 record against tough opponents.

**Boys and Girls Varsity and JV Volleyball Teams** could be seen working out together in the gym, under Coaches Schnatz, Moxon, Silvestri, and Consavvas. All four teams showed considerable improvement and outstanding team play. Spectators were entertained by diving savers, expert sets, and thunderous hits that intimidated their opponents.

All in all, it was a wonderful beginning to the school year. Our winter and spring teams hope to be as successful in the coming months.

---

**BULLDOG HIGHLIGHTS**

ALL-STAR RECOGNITION FOR LINDENHURST ATHLETES

Six Lindenhurst athletes were designated as All-County Players, joining the elite athletes from other schools. They include James Malase, William DeWitt, and Andrew Paucillo, Football: Debbie Arnet, Swimming and Diving: Gina Barone, Volleyball; and Bernadette Kennedy, Soccer.

Two young ladies were selected as All-Conference I Athletes: Michelle Gross, Gymnastics; and Nancy Russo, Volleyball.

28 ATHLETES RECEIVED ALL-LEAGUE HONORS:

**Football**:
- Daniel Parker
- Kevin Yurek
- Vincent Frederick
- Kyle Spear
- Ilir Emini
- Eric Smith
- Monica Tedesco
- Jennifer Fries
- Jennifer Pauch

**Field Hockey**:
- Brian Lawlor
- Kristen Mantone
- Michelle Coreas
- Kristen Robertson
- Beth Schneider

**Swimming and Diving**:
- Kelly Furing
- Tyne Borgesante-Mooney
- Kerry Moeller
- Christine LaC

**Soccer**:
- Mike Baglio
- Danny Kim
- Janelle Zul
- Jamie Benskert

**Tennis**:
- Vincent Petrello
- Peter Bowden
- Ira Shetty
- Eileen Curry
- Maria Theodoro
- Jennifer DiPalma

---

**PATTY MCmULLEN**

DISTRICT COORDINATOR
OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
I've opened the windows as I've squirited on the "Shout!"
While thinking, "Next week, wash again, page, easy, a guide.
I've opened all the windows as I've squirited on the "Shout!"
I've breathed the fumes that clogged my lungs, of that I have no doubt.

The fortune on deserts, the time I've spent — I shudder
For four long years I've washed this "suit"; you now can call me "Mudder."

But today I washed this uniform perhaps the final time.
After all those years of drudgery, I failed to see the grime.

I saw the boy who wore it with such pride and dignity.
And suddenly, that football "suit" looked befuddled to me.

I saw the dedication of my young rake on the team;
His pride to wear the uniform, to play the game and dream.

I felt the tingling of the game, the tumult at the end.
The heart, the spunk, the cheer and pal of every loyal friend.

The character and goodness that this uniform helped to grow,
And the precious boy who wore it is so special I can glow.

If I had one wish for certain, the one I would adore...
Would be to wash this uniform for four long years or more!

...By "MOM"
2nd Row: John Furfong, Ken Totzi, Danny Parker, Kevin Yurzak, Ali Smith, Eric Olens, Kenny Schmitt, Billy Dewirs.
5th Row: Brian Canobbio, Bobby Vega, Mike Fischetti, Larry Binfiel, Danny Puglia, Billy Alf, Greg Pryor.

OUT OF MY WAY!
TOUGH GUYS

STAT GIRLS

FINAL GOODBYES

VARSITY'S GOT THE BEAT!

Top Row: Christine Loiacono, Debby Lynch, Emily Gaudrapp, Mariosa Courtras, Colleen Knight, Jennifer Martin.
Middle Row: Guinne Martinello, Debra Clarello, Maureen Schneider, Jessica Nagle, Jennifer Abins, Lori Bonaventura.
Bottom Row: Tracy Nodell, Aine Nellis, Stephanie Calderone.

VARSITY CHEERLEADERS

"LINDY PRIDE!"

"ON TOP OF THE WORLD"

Captains L-R: Tracy Nodell, Aine Nellis, Stephanie Calderone.
WE'VE GOT THE SPIRIT . . . SO LET'S HEAR IT!!

BULLDOG SPIRIT!

Seniors Top Row: Giadelle Marinello, Debra Ciarello, Jessica Nagle, Jennifer Almob, Jennifer Martin.
Bottom Row: Christine Lisacomo, Tracy Nedell, Emily Gaulrapp, Aime Nieha, Stephanie Caledone.

VARISTY CHEERLEADING

JV CHEERLEADERS
GIRLS VARSITY VOLLEYBALL

Top Row (L-R): Jana Fabricatore, Garricyn Toth, Melanie Twomey, Nancy Russo, coach "SAM" Moxom, Gina Barone, Michelle Desudo, Christine Fitch, Charlie Hackeburg.

Bottom Row (L-R): Kristen DeSimone, Janelle Zal, Delia Correa, Lily Kim, Jaime Benkert, Brenda Cristiano.

"NANCY RUSSO ALL-CONFERENCE"

"SHAKA ZUL ALL-LEAGUE"

"JAM IT!"

CAPTAINS: NANCY RUSSO AND GINA BARONE

"SPIKE UP YOUR LIFE!"
Top Row: Lisa Trochio, Kerry Moller, Allison Ciancarelli, Christina Lach, Melanie Hartzog, Coach Oelander.
Middle Row: Jennifer LeMoine, Donna Caruso, Jeannie Joanne Caridi.

"WHAT A RACKET!"

Seniors: (L-R) Stacey Irrarary, Donna Caruso, Christina, Lach, Kerry Moller, Lisa Trochio, Allison Ciancarelli and Tyne Borgesano.

CAPTAIN: TYNE BORGESANO

SLAM IT! STACEY
BOYS VARSITY CROSS-COUNTRY

Back Row: Scott Egar, Dan Belanger, Charlie Hoffken, Mike Cannet, Co-Captain Sean Hogan, COACH Mark Scott.
Front Row: Tim Burns, Jason Schiffner, Quitt, Tony Su, and Ray Levitt.
Missing: Jim Tuney and Dave Edrie.

SENIORS: Tony Su, Scott Egar, Mike Cannet, Dan Belanger, and Sean Hogan.
JENNIFER DI PALMA BRINGS HOME ALL-LEAGUE FOR LINDENHURST!

ALWAYS ON THE BALL!
Girls Varsity Soccer

"DO IT, DIPPY!"

"WE'RE MOST VULNERABLE NOW!"

"DIG IN, DIZZY!"

"I'M GONNA BEAT YOU!"

Captains: Desirae Rand, Jenn DiPalma, and Jamie Bradley.
VARSITY SOCCER

Peter Bowden — All League
L-R: Coach Kuplen, Buddy Gleason, Antonio Fiorentino, Tom Cymbalski, Peter Bowden, Rob Byrne, Chad Tapia, Omar Ceballos, Justin Anderson, Jeff Zanelotti, Joe Powers, Dan O'Sullivan, Anthony Bocchino, Neil Chiavola, Vinny Petralia, Andy Skawron, Earl Grosswein, Eric Jost, Tom Tyrrell.

Significant Seven Seniors

BOYS JV SOCCER

GIRLS VARSITY GYMNASTICS

Juniors: Jessica Vell, Gina Legnante, Heather Duffickey, Michelle Gross, Stacy Mazzati, Marissa Knolka, Jeannine Quarocco.


Captains L-R: Heather Duffickey, Michelle Gross, Stacy Mazzati.

BEHIND BARS
GIRLS VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY

Front Row (L-R): Monica Tedesco, Adria Czarnomski, Jennifer DeFalco, Denise Dorr, Michelle Araneo, Coach Mrs. Jansen, Polly Brunt, Kristen Novotny, Tricia Tedesco, Danna Tedesco.

Middle Row (L-R): Jeniffer Pasche, Beth Bitmeier, Mickey Singh, Elise Roth.

Bottom Row (L-R): Jenn Fries, Diane Prada.

CAPTAINS: JENN FRIES AND DIANE PRADA

Seniors: (L-R): Jenn Fries, Beth Bitmeier, Mickey Singh, Adria Czarnomski, Diane Prada.

"JENN FRIES — ALL-LEAGUE"
FIELD HOCKEY AT ITS BEST!!!

GIRLS J.V. FIELD HOCKEY

Top Row: (L-R) Terri Ann Federovitch, Jessica Herweg, Kelly Jordan, Coach Lauren Twist, Lauren McGowt, Trista Womack, Trista Daniel.
Bottom Row: (L-R) Cathy Crosby, Denise Egan, Nicole Gaskill, Michelle Gill, Corey Heishman.

"JENN FRIED BRINGS HOME ALL-LEAGUE FOR LINDENHURST!!"
OVER THE TOP

BOYS VARSITY VOLLEYBALL

KENT GREEN AND GIOVANNI ZELKO "ROOFING IT"
Top Left: Mike Baglivio, Giovanni Zelko, Tom Fay, Kevin Dom, Jerry D'Andrea, Gene Cuoco, Kent Greene, Arvin Arfanno, Dennis Springer, Coach Schnitz.
Bottom Row: Gary Martin, Kevin Woods, Danny Kim, Greg Garvin.

Captains: G. Zelko, D. Kim, M. Baglivio

SENIORS

"7-11"  Two of a Kind

Captains: Mike Baglivio
MVP — All League

Captains: Mike Steel

JV VOLLEYBALL: Mike Burt, Mike Steel, Steve Feng, Jofn Ogilvie, Coach Silvestri.
Bottom: Adam Androzitch, Joe Bananno, James Canobio, Ken Vesci, Alan Martin.
A

Team nillies at winner pep rally.

Captains: Stephanie Bergs and Kelly Eiring.

Player as she moves up court!!
JV BASKETBALL

Berrini, Polly 10; Binetti, Josephine 9; D’Ambrosia, Angela 9; Egan, Denise 10; Ficken, Melissa 9; Jordan, Kelly 10; LoMonaco, Jennifer 10; Novotny, Kristen 10; Schulz, Tura 10; Tanner, Melanie 9; Walsh, Kristine 9; Coach: Rich Rogers

Coach Hill with last minute details before game.
Danny's own kind of dunk

Tim Brennan #3, Mike Keane #4, Anthony Bocchino #10, Tim Muscinti #11, Kent Green #12, Jason Yzaguirre #13, Eric Olson #20, Sean Hogan #21, Vinny Fredricks #22, Mike Dillon #23, Danny Parker #24, Jack German #31, Ryan Dillon #32, Jerry D'Andrea #54

Lindy Aims High and Towers Over The Competition

Kent carries it through.

Eric's Ejection Shot

Sean shoots for the score.
VARSITY BASKETBALL CHEERLEADERS

Top Row: Jenn Marino, Maureen Schneider, Jessica Nagle, Giselle Marinello, Jenn Martin, Christine LoCicero, Marissa Scarratt
Bottom Row: Tyne Borgesano-Mooney, Aine Nellis, Emily Gaadrap, Stephanie Calderone, Tracey Nodell

SENIORS: Tracey Nodell, Emily Gaadrap, Tyne Borgesano-Mooney, Stephanie Calderone, Giselle Marinello
Bottom Row: Christine LoCicero, Aine Nellis, Jessica Nagle, Jenn Martin

TICK TICK TICK TICK
BOOM!!! DYNAMITE!

CAPTAINS: Aine Nellis, Stephanie Calderone, Tracey Nodell

J. V. CHEER LEADERS

Top Row: Kearra Alters, Christine Pascale
Middle Row: Sandy Ishay, Kate DiCicco, Jamie Mamone, Kristen Brennan, Emily Vassilou, Melissa Graham
Bottom Row: Nicole Barbicani, Amanda Hurd, April Laureau, Missing: Jennifer Gaadrap
BOYS VARSITY SWIMMING


Senior Joe Montesanto, Captain Keith Magni and Captain Craig Fabre.

Swimming
Top Row (L-R): Beth Schroeder, Beth Nagle, Kristen Robertson, Maude Kogut, Coach Diane Grice.
Bottom Row (L-R): Nicole Burkhardt, Kristen Mantione, Debbi Armet, Alarice Marx, Michelle Cottacaus, Danielle Monaco
Missing: Mary Besworth, Annmaria Cappallino and Coach Tom Cornella.

Seniors: Nicole Burkhardt, Kristen Mantione and Maude Kogut. Missing: Danielle Monaco

Captains: Kristen Mantione and Debbi Armet.

Senior Kristen Mantione (above) made All-league for the 100 back and was also a league champion for the 200 medley relay. Other accomplishments were Kristen Robertson for 200 free and 500 free, Beth Schroeder for 500 free and 100 fly. Other League Champions for the 200 medley relay were Kristen Robertson, Beth Schroeder and Michelle Cottacaus. Junior Debbie Armet made All-County for 2nd in Diving.
Top Row (L-R): Coach Lomot, Tom Baldassari, Greg Garvin, Charles Hoffken, Mike DiLorenzo, John Parling, Andy Scaria, Tim Wright, Brian Hall, Andrew Trucella, Wayne Delia, Mark Damascelli, Jim Tunney, Joe Santangelo, Anthony Amato, Billy Ali, Peter Su, Ray Levitt, Scott Egar.

Senior Scott Egar
1000 meter race

Junior Tom Baldassari

Junior John Parling
Coach T. Lomot

Seniors: Scott Egar, Jim Tunney, and Joe Santangelo
ALL CAPTAINS
GIRLS' VARSITY WINTER TRACK


All psyched up and shiverin' to go!

Captains: Roberta Maesio and Kim Allenburg

Sophomore Tara Ford, record holder in 55m. dash — 7.75 sec.

Lindy struggles for the lead, only to succeed.

Lindy pulls ahead, into the lead.

Freshman Michelle Gill and Veteran Freshman Jra Sherry show that Lindy's looking good in the years to come. Jra holds the school record for 55m. Hurdles — 9.5 sec.

Brenna, Tara, and Berta — chillin' by the high jump.
Top Row: Mike Boveneti, Josh Marino, Jay Bert, Lennele Kender, Clint Romaniuk, Peter Bowler, Coach Slowey.

"STRIKE!"

"SPARE!"

"Right up our Alley!"
GIRLS VARSITY BOWLING

Top Row: Mallissa Tuoso, Coach Maraviglia, Dawn Pennetti, Cami Donato.
Bottom Row: Nicole Marino, Vicky Stulikoser, Christie DeBella, Anna Marie Bernaguce.

"GET A STRIKE!"

Junior Nicole Marino

CAPTAIN: Dawn Pennetti and Coach Maraviglia
LINDY

VARSITY

WRESTLING

"Michael Mannurro torturing his opponent at the Ted Peterson Tournament"
Senior Eddie Aulino has opponent in a headlock at the Ted Peterson Tournament, weight 138 lbs.

Senior Scott Barany riding his opponent out at 155 lbs.

Senior Alan Nieto halfing his opponent to his back at weight 98 lbs.

Senior Bob DiFrancesco

Senior Mike Marunario
Junior Lenny Fries on his way to a pin at the Ted Peterson Tournament, weight 126

Senior Scott Bounany takes down opponent at the Ted Peterson Tournament

Senior Bruce Anderson pinning his opponent, weight class 177

Senior Eddie Astino and Junior Lenny Fries at the Empire Trials, weight 126

Senior Mike McKay with a wrist bar, weight 122

All The Right Moves
Top Row (L-R): Coach, Anthony Daniels, Mark Stireo, Doug Anderson, Ryan Camberdelia, Anthony Patri, Bruce Andersen, Jeremy Connell, Scott Barany, Coach Russo.
Middle Row (L-R): Mike Mannarino, Lenny Fries, Joe Favara, Matt Mazzese, Eddie Avlino, Nick Bertugno, Adam Iacullo, Mike Fischetti.
Bottom Row (L-R): Eric Redlich, Mike McKay, Anthony DeDonato, Mike Gaskill, Sean Leary, Rob Fries, Alan Nieto, Nick Guidice, Tim Ferro.
Missing: Rob DiFrancesco.

Seniors: Alan Nieto
Captain: Rob DiFrancesco

VARSITY AND J.V. WRESTLING
WHERE'S THE BIRDIE?

CAPTAINS — L. Mazzarelli, K. Lee, B. Walsh.

Elise Roth, nice tongue.
SENIOR: Louis Mazzarelli

CO-ED BADMINTON
VARSITY GOLF

IN THE SWING OF THINGS...

BRIAN LAWLOR — ALL LEAGUE

Coach Joe Finn, Todd Luik, Kevin Malinowski, Chris Koester, Brian Lawlor, Mark Pomarco, Keith Stevens, Frank Cafarella, Frank DeMaria, Rob Rizzuto.

CAPTAINS:
B. More, Lynne Edwards, Jen Marin,
Coach Cocceo

SENIORS

J.V. SOFTBALL

Josephine Binetti
Trisha Womack
Denise Egan
Angela D'Androso
Annamarie Bernaguzzi
Coaches — Pamela Ahir
Stephanie Fucshio
Missing: Heather Hearn

Alaina Moby
Megan Probst
Lisa Deitch
Laura Crippi
Jim Neel
Beth Schroeder
Brenna Pearsall
Michele Arrineo
Leah Mandelos

VARSITY SOFTBALL

Seniors
Top Row (L-R): Mike Ficchetti, Rob Golby, Tom Tyrell, Bob Winden, Brian Gleason, Kiehl Bickmeyer, Mike Miranda, Sean Nibley, Pete Miller, Billy Grieshaber, Coach M. Canobbio.
Sitting (L-R): Gerald Ramirez, Brian Canobbio, Andy Terula, Jim Ferraro, Bobby Vega, Steve Schneider, Scott Barany and Rich Falco.

"GO! GOLLY!"

Seniors: Top Row (L-R): Jim Ferraro, Mike Miranda, Kiehl Bickmeyer.
Bottom Row (L-R): Rob Golby, Scott Barany and Rich Falco.

"GOING GOING GONE"

Seniors: Sitting (L-R): Gr'nuf Ramundi, Brian Canobbio, Andy Terula, Jim Ferraro, Bobby Vega, Steve Schneider, Scott Barany and Rich Falco.

"GOING"

"GOING"

"GONE"

"GRAND"

"SLAM"

"DOUBLE PLAY"
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VARSITY AND J.V. LACROSSE
GIRL’S SPRING TRACK


Seniors: Amy Westpfahl, Mickey Singh, Nicole Burkhard, Jamie Bradley

As they run butt kicks, sprints and high knees in early season practice.

Senior Jamie Bradley anticipates season ahead.

Sophomore Tina Ford runs to more school records.

Freshman Irma Shetty
Top Left Rows:  John Irving, Giovanni Zelko, Sean Hogan, John Farlang, Jim Lawless, Tony, Brian Maren.

Giovanni Zelko

GIOVANNI ZELKO

BOYS SPRING TRACK

Boys Track and Field — Varsity

Home Site

4/1
6
9
14
30
5/5
11

JHS
West Islip
Brentwood
Centereach
Naplesport
Walt Whitman
Commack

Marine

Head Coach — T. Lomot
Asst. Coach — T. Valle

Lindy Invitational
Sat., 4/11 11:00 AM
BOY'S VARSITY TENNIS

WHAT A


LINDY CROWD ROARS
Cat Girls vs. The Farmers Daughters

Beach Boys Go For A Dip!

Naughty Girls

J. Connell and M. Shea

WINNERS: Luscious Justin

and precious Pete.

NO GOOSING!

Weese's Women

Supportive Faculty Members

The Force vs. The Terminators

Ms. Barone and Ms. Johnson
Ms. Rash and Ms. Perry

Mr. Smith
WHERE'S THE COACH?

WHO'S THAT GIRL?

BOYS WINTER TRACK

TARA, YOU WILL BREAK THE SCHOOL RECORD.

SINK OR SWIM ➤
Last Will and Testament

We the class of '92, being of sound mind and body, leave to our family, friends, faculty and staff, the following

...
Peter Bowden:
I first leave to my parents, a long time of great times I love you both, I couldn’t have
gotten through these teenage school years without you. To my friends: Ken, Earl, Brian, Bowdy,
love you always Allison, To Steph and Ali — AHAHAHAHAHA Dear Beth — I love you Ziggy and nightmare. They’re Yours — Love always sill Allie
Stephanie — We are dangerous when we are near. “River Bottom Nightmare Band” —
Love Allison
Purine Kristie — Thanks for the last three years. I love you I love you my everlasting
friendship, Beth — Thanks for the friendship — Love Always Allison

Kenny Schnutz,
Danny, Sean, Kevin and Chad — You guys are the BEST! — Kenny The Dirty Dozen
— Remember all the great times we had! — love Kenny To all my buddies
— Remember me! — Love Kenny

Jennifer Spatafora,
To Melissa, I love your wardrobe and my photo albums. Also remember West Babylon,
Giselle, I leave a Coach slim jam, motor oil and anti-freeze. Nicole, I leave a coupon to
three free pairs of glasses from Pearle Vision Center. Pat, I leave a kick in the
dugout HEY, K.B, N.C, M.E.G.M., I leave a funny feeling we’ve never been to Zashis!!!
To the guys at Zashis, I love you always! Tony, “on the corner, get together...”
I, Brian Lawlor, leave Pete, a new heating system for his car.
Earl, a lifetime form for medical insurance.
Jimmy, a new basement for each break-up.
Kenny, skiing lessons
Justin, a new muffer... BOOM!
Mike, free plane ticket to L.D.C.I.A.
Venny, supply of that Dairy Barn milk and Jolly Ranchers
All the Lefties, all the great memories.
My Parents, the nation bull — I Love You Both.
Ryan, another sleeping bag for the stairs
CelL, M. Mattern, Mrs. Johnson, etc... A supply of Ritz crackers and a thank you for
all the memories. (Left, Yearbook)

Tina Lombardi,
Rosemarie, I leave you your own personal hairdresser, P.S. and a year supply of gum.
— Tina.
Kari, I leave you Chris’ car, also my black kids.
Regina, I leave you my blue jeans tina — Tina
Melissa, I leave you a bright red lipstick for your Booby lips.

Danny Puglia,
To Turi and Andrei, I leave one used brain wave to help her get started.

Erich Buonagura,
Daniel 82 — Cindy ‘92: The best years of my life; Thank a million guys! I’ll always
love each of you. To KC — I love the so hottest guy on Earth. To Mike “G” — I
leave all of my greatest memories given only by you along with all my love of 9 yrs.
To ‘DEE’ — I leave all the laughter and burger buddies you can eat. To Franey — I
leave every last mirror on Earth. To Tommy — I leave you that one perfect girl who
will fit your expectations and put up with it all. Save a dance for me please. To Michael,
I leave with you three things: my footfah undying love, the charms worn close to my
heart, and the most precious gift which we are given at birth. These all belong to you.
Don’t forget our dream 8-25-2000.

Ilir Emini,
To the Dirty Dozen, the Albanian meat. To Billy D. “Ask me if I care.”

Melissa Ferassoli,
To Jenn, I leave you a King Kullen shopping cart and Consomme Casuals. To Kari, I
leave you a glass of my father’s wine. To Giselle, I leave you a round trip ticket on
茶叶 and an extra set of keys. To Nicole, Gloria I leave you a microphone for
singing. To RoJo, I leave you a new bike. To Tina, I leave you the steps at Escapes. To
Pat, I leave you a sports braamara. To Regina, I leave you the hat. To Dina, I leave my
can of Aqua Net. Hey Guys! Remember Zashis! Zashis, where’s that? To the Zashis
crew of ’91” I will remember you always. “Good Luck!”

Chad Tapias,
I leave:
Dan, all my hass, cause you’ll probably steal them all anyway. P.S. you da man
Sean, a clue in life and those m-pads I owe you! P.S. you’re just Sean.
Kevin, a fat, juicy worm. P.S. LI 8 ITT
Hammer, cologne. P.S. You’re #1
The Dirty Dozen, I leave my phone #, cause I love you all P.S. LADADEE LADA
DAD

Christine Lalocano,
To Cal, In Copaigue, Craig de Greg hanging with Mog & Peg, eating an egg and
drinking a Keg, please don’t beg on my leg. — Love Lori.
To Dina. It goes a little something like this... Hi! — Love Christine.
To Pat, Ya wanna ride home? — Love Chris Cury, I leave you a bottle of cough
medicine and a watch! Giselle, I leave you a lot of decisions to make. — Love Chris

Thomas O’Brien,
To be or not to be, that is the question

Kevin Woods,
I leave you:
Sean — a large mountain dew and that’s it.
Ken — a bottle of Johnny Walker Red
Dan — Prop 24
Chad — a bottle of Sammy
The Dirty Dozen — you guys are burnt. Thanks for the memories Bradley — you all
the beer... I Aine is cool, not. Jen and Nancy — a huge fat but and shiteene, Jen.
can you count on that date.

Giselle Marinello,
Melissa — I leave bacardi and coke, and a lip defater.
Kari — I leave the landlord’s voice “Are the boys still up there?”
Pat — gonna have err 25:00 “Put okay hands,” I’d like me a soda Jeff. What do you
mean you don’t like Santa Clara. I leave you a bottomless bag of fries and hamburgers.
— Giselle
Nicole — I leave you your own recording studio and a lifetime supply of strawberries.
Jenn — I leave you the cart wheel lady at Montauck.
Dina — I leave you Drino so marry and the late nights at the diner.

Tony Graziano,
Tony, you’ll always be the honest guy in my book! Love you always — your tall
white, pale, long-necked bird!

Kari Byrnes,
Melissa — I leave you Tadushia and chocolate covered pretzels — love Kari
Jenn Spina, I leave you my house keys and Escapes. — Love Kari
Giselle, I leave you gas money and a date with big Jeff himself. — Love Kari
Tina — I leave you John Phillips and his funnel — Kari
Giggle — I leave you all our adventures of babysitting and singing lessons. — Love
Kari
Guys, What are we doing tonight for real? — Love Jaws.

Cara Donato,
Gina Barune, Thanux for your friendship, I will always remember these years. Dawn
Pernetti, I leave a meatball and my boyfriend, Cindy Penda, I leave my Fitty Mobile.

Danny Parker,
I leave you
Kevin — a Bryan Adams tape for those lonely nights.
Ken — hands-wipes from 7-11.
Sean — direction and money for all the times you treated.
Chad — keys to your house. It better.

The Dirty Dozen — Thanks for all the great times.

Casey Ferraro,
To the ‘92 Albany Ave gang “I’ll miss every one of you.”
To Lisa, I leave my penny loafer that you love so much.
To Erin — I leave all the rulers you ever gave me. HA!
To Kate and Kaddy — I leave “KC” Jones” — To Tim — Brol I leave my walkman. You
can have it! To Jimmy — I leave a hundred more homebrews together. P.S. I had
an name first! Class of ’92 I’ll never forget you!

Matt Lofolotta,
Leffes — Great memories are meant to last. To Tom — a ’68 Mustang Rustback
— unburied.” To Lisa — I finally found the “Love of a Lifetime”

Megan Marquart,
Friends, we may always be as close as we are now. Good luck, Migi. Sean, may we
always conquer the good times and bad together. Love, Meg

JonoNic Nicasa,
Jono — I’m not scared of you anymore! Love ya — Bird

Kristie DeLauro,
To Franey — I leave you a pack of Big Red. To Eric — I leave you lunch money for a
year. Fuerline Allson. That’s a nightmare, All! Love Ya To Debbie — Can you get me
a job at Rockbottom? To Stephanie — Watch out for those crasy drivers. I have no
dist.
Jennifer Hess

Greg — Elektr, I love you more than anything. May we always be together. LOVE, PRISCILLA ALICE — Excellent! One card, front row seats, driving with the class down and all the bad with B.K. DESIREE — Wendy's salad starter, Century '21', Navy Seated, G.P., your room, Chinese-guido, the best black godmother around. EMILY — Eri, a bundle of shears, a hairdresser, Pepsi and bread, midnight flag meeting with the Daughters of Liberty. JAMIE — Eri, old fashioners, a strep on the fingers, listening skills. Do the Nenke, when Joey loves a woman, you got what Matt needs. J.D. Suicide.

Jennifer — Desiree's potty training, cheeta, under the ropes at the beach, Bud as an old man, Naval Wurals, Rican twin. LAUREN — Irishmen Street, my boyfriends phone numbers sundays: 4 seasons. U.S.S. Ding Dong, Who's Jenni Hess? Pappi A, always blue, Pepsi, Baseball, Diamond, golf, ride redo, and it was still true, trust, Emily's dad at home.\n
Nicole Claudatino

To Giselle — I leave a toothbrush, late nights at the dinner, and a Mustang's bumper. To Melissa, Jen, and Karl — I leave 2:31, the pik, and a place we've never been.\n
Zafin — To Pat — I leave a defibrillator — for us to share! To Dina — I leave the girls on the pik. "Why don't you just leave?" To Cary — I leave a pen-pal police department, and a little money at the corner.

Michele Portelli

Mom, Dad, and Antonietta — my heart, love friends, thanks, dreams! Are we there yet? Mom; did you see that lightning? I love you all forever! Jimmy — my love, friendship, time, Charlie's Aquarium, July 4th, Scream Machine, the dinner, onion soup, Boston, Mustang, camping! Honestly I love you forever. Thank-you.

Jennifer Alvin

To my boyfried, John Snyder — I leave you my love. You have filled my life with nothing but happiness. I love you with all my heart. I will always be your baby. To my closest friends — I forget the good times we had. Remember I will always be here for you. My parents — I leave you my thanks for making me believe in myself. I love you both dearly. Love Always, Jennifer

Greg Pryer

To Greg — I leave you the things most important: a rainy day, a rock, Big Brake Lights, an Italian, FBB, and the keys to truck. Baby, let's play! "All I ever needed is here in my arms." Zeus and Tiga always are "South of the Border"... I swear to you this is something I'll never forget. Baby, just one last question. I never had to ask you all times I did I always knew the answer. Love Always, Jess — Joy — Hey Shianne, what are you — stupid there, just like me? To Bampad, squeeze cheese, DJ1/4K, heart shaped pizza, Stephanie (with a PhP), Boom-Boom, purple smelting pens, and a date with Harold. 6/16 and 5/11 forever! Whaam! S and D. "He was obviously holding up bass, I assume" Joy, stop running. Take the bus! "Don't worry "botch it" — Love you — Jessyfie G — You're my best friend for life! Soccer, Cookie, Converses, Grease, J and C, NE1469, sleepover, Barbie, Monopoly all 4 am, and pancake. P.S. That worth was lost. I love you! Joy Jessie

Trent — You're the Big Brother I never had!

To the Burgers — Ediot M. — Who wrote that noise! Joy — You're too late!

Jenn — Hello? Who put that car there? Yeah right! Who me a tease! Brother please! Jennathon I leave you a new calendar and a bank that will loan you money forever. Rocky and Cam, Chicken and Broccoli. "Knockin' Boots", Long Island died sea. "She was moving her body and shaking that thing." Really, we never think alike. BBB — Who said that? The Fries Mobile and the Chickwagon! Ah-ite? Are you talking to me? You're my best friend! I love you! "Oooy Boy, I love you so"... Dad — How'd you get it home? Mom — Watch that last step! Kate — I love you Dianella.

Tracey Noddell


Jen Marlin

Do you wanna talk? Tracey — Mele Mele Schon's Melefors, Jen Kopf Stacy — nonaddically now! Tracey face ... Mitten Meow Lisa — Laura weekend... Yeah Jim Maffin — You love Mitten!! Pretty Toes Hi Briania! This summer! Underliner Duster — Girls, yeah Briania! I lay you Jovan Loyconnit! Mariin!

Thomas Alnil

I'd like to thank my Mom and Dad for making me stay in school and graduate. I'd like to thank my fans for their support — namely, Erin.

Christian Ryan

To Kelly, Stacy, Donna and Lisa — I leave a side order of onion rings at the shiny dinner. To Kelly — I leave a book on how to make 25 points turn! To Jessica — I leave you a water bottle filled with... orange juice? To Stacy — I leave you an "I love you" Pat" pin and a Peewee Herman doll. To Lisa — I leave you a treeless spot to parallel park in. To Donna — I leave you a catalog of guys. Order whoever you want!

Jennifer Hess

Greg — Elektr, I love you more than anything. May we always be together. LOVE, PRISCILLA ALICE — Excellent! One card, front row seats, driving with the class down and all the bad with B.K. DESIREE — Wendy's salad starter, Century '21', Navy Seated, G.P., your room, Chinese-guido, the best black godmother around. EMILY — Eri, a bundle of shears, a hairdresser, Pepsi and bread, midnight flag meeting with the Daughters of Liberty. JAMIE — Eri, old fashioners, a strep on the fingers, listening skills. Do the Nenke, when Joey loves a woman, you got what Matt needs. J.D. Suicide.

Jennifer — Desiree's potty training, cheeta, under the ropes at the beach, Bud as an old man, Naval Wurals, Rican twin. LAUREN — Irishmen Street, my boyfriends phone numbers sundays: 4 seasons. U.S.S. Ding Dong, Who's Jenni Hess? Pappi A, always blue, Pepsi, Baseball, Diamond, golf, ride redo, and it was still true, trust, Emily's dad at home.\n
Nicole Claudatino

To Giselle — I leave a toothbrush, late nights at the dinner, and a Mustang's bumper. To Melissa, Jen, and Karl — I leave 2:31, the pik, and a place we've never been.\n
Zafin — To Pat — I leave a defibrillator — for us to share! To Dina — I leave the girls on the pik. "Why don't you just leave?" To Cary — I leave a pen-pal police department, and a little money at the corner.

Michele Portelli

Mom, Dad, and Antonietta — my heart, love friends, thanks, dreams! Are we there yet? Mom; did you see that lightning? I love you all forever! Jimmy — my love, friendship, time, Charlie's Aquarium, July 4th, Scream Machine, the dinner, onion soup, Boston, Mustang, camping! Honestly I love you forever. Thank-you.

Jennifer Alvin

To my boyfried, John Snyder — I leave you my love. You have filled my life with nothing but happiness. I love you with all my heart. I will always be your baby. To my closest friends — I forget the good times we had. Remember I will always be here for you. My parents — I leave you my thanks for making me believe in myself. I love you both dearly. Love Always, Jennifer

Greg Pryer

To Greg — I leave you the things most important: a rainy day, a rock, Big Brake Lights, an Italian, FBB, and the keys to truck. Baby, let's play! "All I ever needed is here in my arms." Zeus and Tiga always are "South of the Border"... I swear to you this is something I'll never forget. Baby, just one last question. I never had to ask you all times I did I always knew the answer. Love Always, Jess — Joy — Hey Shianne, what are you — stupid there, just like me? To Bampad, squeeze cheese, DJ1/4K, heart shaped pizza, Stephanie (with a PhP), Boom-Boom, purple smelting pens, and a date with Harold. 6/16 and 5/11 forever! Whaam! S and D. "He was obviously holding up bass, I assume" Joy, stop running. Take the bus! "Don't worry "botch it" — Love you — Jessyfie G — You're my best friend for life! Soccer, Cookie, Converses, Grease, J and C, NE1469, sleepover, Barbie, Monopoly all 4 am, and pancake. P.S. That worth was lost. I love you! Joy Jessie

Trent — You're the Big Brother I never had!

To the Burgers — Ediot M. — Who wrote that noise! Joy — You're too late!

Jenn — Hello? Who put that car there? Yeah right! Who me a tease! Brother please! Jennathon I leave you a new calendar and a bank that will loan you money forever. Rocky and Cam, Chicken and Broccoli. "Knockin' Boots", Long Island died sea. "She was moving her body and shaking that thing." Really, we never think alike. BBB — Who said that? The Fries Mobile and the Chickwagon! Ah-ite? Are you talking to me? You're my best friend! I love you! "Oooy Boy, I love you so"... Dad — How'd you get it home? Mom — Watch that last step! Kate — I love you Dianella.

Tracey Noddell


Jen Marlin

Do you wanna talk? Tracey — Mele Mele Schon's Melefors, Jen Kopf Stacy — nonaddically now! Tracey face ... Mitten Meow Lisa — Laura weekend... Yeah Jim Maffin — You love Mitten!! Pretty Toes Hi Briania! This summer! Underliner Duster — Girls, yeah Briania! I lay you Jovan Loyconnit! Mariin!

Thomas Alnil

I'd like to thank my Mom and Dad for making me stay in school and graduate. I'd like to thank my fans for their support — namely, Erin.

Christian Ryan

To Kelly, Stacy, Donna and Lisa — I leave a side order of onion rings at the shiny dinner. To Kelly — I leave a book on how to make 25 points turn! To Jessica — I leave you a water bottle filled with... orange juice? To Stacy — I leave you an "I love you" Pat" pin and a Peewee Herman doll. To Lisa — I leave you a treeless spot to parallel park in. To Donna — I leave you a catalog of guys. Order whoever you want!
Dina Troiano
Put — I leave a 1,500 watt hairdryer — keep the change you selfish animal. Love Deni. Brannandell — 11-H-14-11 or stuff — Giselle & Dina
Christine — Just put in on layaway! Brundi — I mean . . .
Crunch — How much do you want 5 bucks? Giselle, Dina Click!
Stephi — You can have him — but don’t get selfish.
Melissa — I leave you the busiest corner — see ya there!
Nicole — We were here first! Take off the blazer and go to tennis practice.
Cari — a year of free Karate lessons
Pee-wee — I leave you a box of tissues and a case ofudaed.

Regina MacGregor
Kar! I leave you a real microphone. Love Regina.
Tina, I leave you a chocolate ice-cream soda and cheese doudles.
Ro, I leave you a funnel — the pin.
Melissa, I leave you a free ride to Belmore.

Eric Olson
Emily, I leave to you 4 years in high school and the many years to come. I Love You."

Nicole Burkhart
Not. Congratulations — brat! Thanks for the black eye experience! Love ya always — Meg

Paul Gillen.
Paul, Neil, Bruce, Omar, Sal, Marc. — Get lives! Admirer

Donna Carratu.
To Stacey and Tracey. Thank you for getting my career started at Briardiff college.
(Just kidding) — Donna Mommy
To Christine, Kelly, Lisa, Stacey, I leave each one of you all the garlic rolls and trident you can eat. — Love Donna
To Jessica, I leave you a solid gold basement naquet — Love Donna

Shawna Babcock.
Shaw, Do you like movies about gladisators? Have you ever been in a Turkish prison?
Do you like to hang around a gymnasium? And one more thing. She has Mastery and grin written all over her face! Shawna, Be-freeds. You will always be the coolest girl around! You will soon compete against Lee Haney! Duh! I’m all flustered! Love always — Meg Big Bird.

Beth Bittner.
Kristine, — I leave you the purple cow girls, yellow CKX, and driving home together.
Luv Betty
Tyne — To you I leave acting lessons and a flooded kitchen. — Love Beth J.F.
Chinese pizza with french fries and a blue hairdo. Weyne. Foreva — Luv McGglen
Nicole — To you I leave the best of times. I love you. Beth

Barbara Ciatto.
To Ross — Shot up
To Christine — You’re the best friend I ever had.
To Joanna — It’s still a gift
To Melissa — Let me see that neck.
To Arun — Let me see you smile.

Stacey Iriitary.
Jen M, Don’t! I’m off the island. I won’t! Stacey
Jessica, Who is taking Sylvia to college or you? Stacey
Lisa, You’re a great tennis partner a great friend. Stacey
Donna Mommy, Heath Yes!1 Great luck at Briardiff, Stacey
Tracey, Can’t stop know got to go! We love Mrs. Marcus!
My LEFT roommates. You guys are the greatest Stacey
Christine Meister, You can take Pat to college! Staceyimeister

Tara Andreini.
To Mom, Dad and Judene: My love and thanks. I love you guys. Seanma: Spin cycle, my part, Dr. Ruth, a boyfriend, China Wok, Our warfarors, shh — It’s waffins season, all my tears, always remember “You are so beautiful to me.”
Aine: An attitude, A new road text, Bourke, foreign languages messsy, imagine hugs, thanks!
Nicole: $4.19, a tent, a shot glass, shrimp, red, red, more red. Miss Taco Bell U.S.A., Virginia Beach, a detective, never ending, imagine hugs! How are ya! Jaimes: A kitchen, Spencer’s shot-gimmi in the backyard, D.J. Weissel, world’s largest mirror, bang-bang forever. Forever: A clock, everyone, Corky, nakedness, the dirty dozen’s night.
Jenni: Ten neighbors, Hess flag, love potions, thanks for being our mom.
Nicole: Dr. Ruth, New Year’s, 91. Huntington Town House, Hawaii Five-O, cheers! bang-bangin.
Laura: Dr. Ruth, Corky, a mechanic, a map, I never, tomatoes, messy, your bedroom, a bed.
Jen: Salty, a lawn, shrimp, How are ya?, hair lady.
Emily: Your dad’s house, crocodile rock.
Ro: A hole in the wall.
Hir: (The Albanian Meat) — Bogart’s. Spies at your house. Dr. Ruth, the world’s best girlfriend, all my tears, thanks for listening, you’re the best.
Kenny: “Us girls were twirling your car” No, I’m not a hooker, a new garage door, egghead.

Danny Puglia: A blue, brain-buddies forever.
James (World’s Best Boyfriend) — The Righteous Bros, a handshake, wiggle it, always wrestling, you lose, friends forever, my heart, always on my mind, hugs and kisses, elephant shoes, remember, . . . "Don’t ever lose that lovin’ feeling.”

Lisa Lawrence.
Beegay / I love you always
Jean and Tracey — I leave Taco Bell, Jeff’s sundaram, Jeremy, Nina and Bud, storming the restaurant. Swiss Miss, from princess and no date! All dresses up and dinner at the Lindencrest Alt Speed bump, Hickeside Park has to be around here somewhere. Going to the mall and Tracey trying on every pair of jeans, a prom date! Thanks you guys for a friendship. I love you.
Your Father and Dad — Yes, I did get through high school.

Cary McHugh.
To Carly, Dad, and the slow people, I leave, “Can I have a frankfurter?” P.S. tomatoes 20¢.
To Christine I leave “Delta” sausage.
To Put: I leave an “umpa lumpa.”
To Jenn: I leave a pier.
To Christine: “I feel like I’m in a glass of milk.”
To Giselle: I leave rave #4, pumping curls, and a toothbrush.
To Nicole: I leave “a picnic with ice and thank you for everything.”

Desiree Runf.
Seana $4.19 for a bike of common sense, spin cycle, chocolate babies, Lauren’s bathroom, Necco and Sereani, Necco’s pool, mud moods before school. Ro — 4th of July 1990, your mosaic car. “Rosemary.”
Christine — Your daddy house from weekend.
Danny, Kevin, Sean, Chad, a nice cold beverage, you guys are the best. I also leave memories of Slim Sister, P. Venetian, the duds, Alleghany, Niagara, the horseback, Boat Tassy, the rented car, from weekend, the ditty dozens night at my house, Seann and Necco, toilet paperins, and in conclusion, to all of my friends. I thank you for leaving me with the best possible memories of my high school career. Good luck in the future.

Nancy Russo.
Mom and Dad and Family — Thanks for everything you did for me. I love you all.
Jenni — train with Carmela, lady in din — what hurt! Schmack, Connecticut beaters seeler, Tutu’s, Nicole’s, Juan’s Homecoming, exam’s Connecticut, MEASY, cages. Did you ever book a plane and amralillo while scaling the great wall of China? Cropper John, Emily’s father’s nice brat! Lauren’s black party.
Jamie — Super grunay. Connecticut, MEASY, Ryan’s, Jamie’s black party, “Leave, I don’t care”, Here, use these for underwear — breefs, Nancies glasses and salami, Niki T, start, good girls don’t, brnil. Tutu’s pool, S.S. Ding Dong
Seana — spanx and sneakers. June we were sleep walking playing the field, leches, coupons, good girls don’t. S.S. Ding Dong. 2 mini Charley, Nekko and Searen, wow how did that meanful get on your plate?, all-nighter from hell, 3 musketeers
Tans — arm tickler, biggest clue life can offer, your kitchen floor, bra shuqtat, harry cords, Bullock and Chris, a new toe, Taco Bell, Hi it’s me! 3 musketeers Nicole — Bread. Lauren’s party’s (freshman), home shopping club, Connecticut back beaters ruler the diner — what hair.
Aine — Hi How are you? got a tic tac, 70 languages, Portakay Bro’ Crash, a new real text, directions to your house! I’m lost, Laaain! Drivetime car, Connecticut — rent a car, dance work picnic, sea weed, bare but to the sky.
“Don’t worry, I’ll keep you warm”, sweatpants, Nekko-Searen, a new CD
Emily — a gallon of ice-cream, Am I invited to the wedding? Who cares what they think, a couple of pounds Ro — handshake, red mustang, your tent, “Billy don’t go home!”
Lauren — small fry socks. S.S., Ding Dong, your sisters room, Believe me! Who didn’t you grow up with? Jenni — diamond girl, skipper, “it will come off the shower”, my but, haunted house, a baseball Kennedy — Crabby, matching clothes, Andy’s — “Ain’t you mad at me”? I love you.
Sean, Danny, Kevin, Chad — You guys are the good! You make me pee. I love you! Brian, Brian and Rich — Thanks for listening to me! Gange Lita seea monia Hey Jumpo Jambu. You are all burned.

Justine Anderson.
Pete, sorry about the bottle, I'll get you a new one.

To Earl, I leave you my boxer. To Ryan, I leave you a ride to the beach and back, plus five bucks. To All, I leave a sundial. To Mike and Vine, I leave a copy of my fave old classic.

Jennifer Fries


Kris — A pick-up truck with the window down. The countless stupid moves of 90-92. You're a great girl — Scott has got an egg problem! Love ya, Jen.

Join — I will love you forever! When are we getting married? Love always (humma) Jen.

Beth — McKenzie, chinese pizza with french fries. Hot bottom, plate, slice of cream cheese, Jerk Wayne, all my secrets. Thanks for being a perfect friend! I love you — Love always Jen.

Marla Mendrinso

Let it rock! Let it roll! In your heart and in your soul — Flandes, welcome wagon. Homer, my Bon Buh, the fityly animal, #2 and Remember to do everything right!!

Rosemarie Hoffman

To Jenn D. — I leave a pat on the back. To my 10 girlfriends — I leave you another night at Desiree's.

Stephanie Calderone:

Loi — In Coplaite, Meg and Craig are sitting with Peg and Greg, eating an egg, and drinking a beer, please don't beg on my leg — Love Cal.

Debra — I leave you 100 pairs of shoes — Love Stephi.

Debbie — "Hi, is that there?" — Love Stephanie All — What would you do if I . . . I'd kill myself — Love Stephi Christie — You're a great friend and I love you. "Big Red" — Love Stephanie.

Dina — I leave you my boyfrind, Chris — Love Stephanie.

Allison — I leave you a price, the ebony lover who validates the theory when he's under the cover — Love Stephanie.

Emily — I leave you the night at The Ground Round and those mint movies — Love Stephanie.

Joy Mooney:

Joy — Check it out! Why are you running? Where's my bike? Bird, dangle your feet out the car window and touch the water. You long enough! Nicole and Franki Brando, Mike, Herman, Mark, Michael, Angelo, Chinese restaurant, Joy, Calvmo, Queen, Piazza, Jail and Massapequa! Bird falling out of the car! There's so much, we can't even begin — just remember — whenever you want to go on another mission — give us a call Joy — Meggie — Nicole friends forever! We love you!!

Lisa Trocchio:

Jessica, you are really special part of my life, we're shared many experiences and to you I leave my everlasting friendship — Love, Lisa T.

Stacy L. — My tennis partner for life. Watch out for those tennis balls — Love L.T.

Kelly R. — You've always been there to cheer me up — Keep smilin' — Love L.T.

Gina B. — You are very special, but we must remember what we must do every party, we are at — Love L. Kristen M. — Remember all our little chats. I'm here for you! — Not!!

Christine R. — We've been buddies since junior high and to you I leave the night in my kitchen with Billy Joe and the sponda Love L.T.

Matt L. — I am really glad to get to know you, you are very special to me. I'll never forget you — Love always — Lisa T. To my roomies — I leave our late night chats in the from room. — Love L.T.

Lejies — I'll never forget the times we shared. I love you guys Love L.T.

Kevin and Enrico — I leave my crazy driving skills and all the times I thought I'd lose my life. Love L.T.

I Kristen Mantine

leave my friends the following: Kelly — a mere man, can use it up, thanks for always being there, LEFT, my love and our friendship. Lisa — L R so fun!e trips to Dairy Barn, LEFT, our friendship and my love.

Jessica — Where R U . . . grab my torpedo, LEFT, my love.

Christine — Do we need 2?, singing cards on your hood, our friendship. Brian — I'm gonna miss you, I'm not sexual comments and your tiny hiny, LEFT, my love and friendship, Garrity — VSS, use it well, all the fun times, eating, trips to the beach, LEFT, my love. Mike — Yes, U can have two, LEFT, my love. Kelly — Visititation rights to my boots, LEFT, my love and friendship. Lejies — Great memories and my love. Swimmers — the Hunstigton coach. To every one who's made me smile — Thanks I'll never forget. My friends, my undying love.

Mom and Dad — The last 17 years of my life, all of my screw-ups, and my love.

Jessica Nagle:
Chad — We’ve made it through thick and thin and the times we were together meant a lot — Gina

Brian — I leave you my everlasting friendship! — Gina

Aine Nelliss:

Seana — Spanish exchange students, Sunday nights in JR. High, preps, Vinny Frankie, Senior Night, Seana’s party, french, lacrosse stats at the, Emily — New Years party, 4 awesome years at cheer camp, the helicopter, gym.

Nicole — Your New Year’s Eve party, KFL, cheering, Sachem parties, messy, Jamie — Cumby, messy, with Elyse, health, English, fighting with Eric in Economics. Wendy’s — Your 18th birthday, Taco Bell, the boys’ locker room, church, locker room, shopping, definitely, bang-bang, Jenna — church, cos pae, Travel team soccer, German, Desiree — Your house, your dogs, knowing the world, my cousin, Maureen — Reefy Horror Picture show, TCBY, laces stats, cheering, Food, sneaking in my window, all the gossip in the world, a great friendship. Dawn — Reefy Horror Picture Show, TCBY, toilet papering, sneaking out, crackers, a great friendship. Jeff — a drum set, Mrs. Olsen’s class, lighting candles at Sweet 16’s, my birthday, lost of meaningless fights, and one of the best friendships I’ve ever had. Thank You! Adam — a car, money, TCBY, Jamie R — Yuki’s, the library, a job, an awesome best friend — Met Timmy — the prom, my phone number, instructions on how to use the phone, Danny’s car. To the senior boys — Thanks for all the great times, you guys are the good! To Kevin — Economics, annoying, past, and the great girl friend that you deserve. I love your feet, You are cool — Not Kenny — Samantha Fox, Allegany school, college, really good friend, guide sauce for the hair, Spanish, Danny — a new car, my prom date, middle names, Sean — auto insurance, many rides home. Chad — Ladula — Lada da. How are you? The Dirty Dozen — a lot of tears, countess, unforgettable times, and 11 treasured friendships. Thank you all very much. I love you!

Emily Gaufrapp:

To all of my friends, I leave you all of my New Years eve and summer parties. Nancy — Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum, a face full of cheese weeds, and the Duke of Hazard, T.P. at J.A. — Jamie — the full and a half to school and back, super gay, T.P. at J.S. — Nicole — super same brothers, papas, A., Pepsi, home home, K-mart cars and lots of hugs and kisses and secrets. Jenni — late night calls, Lauren’s boat, hot flag, the mall and motion theater — Tania — a car, minute bottle and lots of clothes and forever hair remover — Ra-Rae (Ms. Belmente) only the best of the best. The conversation in church, the movies, fishing, and all the fun! Hotels, motels, Roselle — Lauren — special pin, the boat trip, squosh and Rhona — Jen — lots of hugs & kisses, a free month of exercise, lots of Carmel ice cream and a hot brother — Alixe — Benry — Are you there? Messy gym locker, all the football games and dinners and all the fun — Desiree — Dezi, K-mart cars, your house, clothes phone back from Eric, and a vacation from work. Seana — a rich boyfriend, lots of clothes and the most fun you can have in a lifetime. Steth — those movies!!! Billy, Vinny, and Vinny — the buster from klemes — Eric and Emily XOXO and the best for last, Eric — Beep, knock, say, etc. When you have a鼓 kimp, Beep. Benrey Oh, I love you always and everything, but only the best, that’s what you deserve. XOXO I love you “ALWAYS” and forever, lots and lots of hugs and kisses, forever yours, Emily XOXO

Tyne Borgesano-Mooney:

Mom and Family — Thanks, I could never have done it without you. I love you always. Beth & Chris — Yellow CRX Yellow CRX — C DRX O CRX. There has been too many things to explain, I love you both with all my heart. Beth — A gold dorm room. Kris — Your own room. You’re the best.

Seana — Thanks for the friendship through the summer you never lost my side thanks, here’s a great friendship.

Nancy — How Are? Better, better, fine and you, allrighter from hell! Where’s my pinky? Pete — You have and always be my best friend, I love you!!!

To all the boys — the years of friendship, thanks. The Dirty Dozen — Thanks for all the fun and bugs, you guys are great.

Kemie — I leave a flower power pillow and a cookie crumb bed. Thanks for the song and friendship.

Dad — Still don’t tell you, promised.

Ryan — Yes, my #69. You’re a very special person, don’t ever change. Jimmy — find someone and be happy.

Steve — Thanks for all the greatest summer of my life.

The Boys in the Hood — I leave all my love and laughter.

Fries bomb — You’re great, thanks for all the support and the glory.

Kevin — Thanks for always looking out for me and never forgetting. may we always remain as close as we are, I love you!

Vinny — thanks, it’s been great.

Jennifer Di Palma:

Ro — Best friend shits. Barbie dolls, Mopied, Mustang church dances, sleds, upfront.

Sleepover — Making slime. Bus — “Please don’t be any boys in the house.”


— Albanian meat is the best! Mrs. Lin’s Mino [y]yes] thank for putting up with me, you’re a doll. Love ya.

Jamie Bradley:

Class of ‘92 — Thanks to everyone in this class for making the past four years the best of my life! Keep believing in the future. Jenn — Guy guys giga. P.L.A., Note poems and puzzles, BadZa, Cone shaped, Gerpahne, Wake up Connecticut. G.H.S. Cuz Puck. Driving on my lawn, light bulb. Ro — Your Mom’s car, your sled, this grade camp out. “You say it’s your birthday”. Car rockers, a lifetime subscription to Inches magazine. Nancy — Talbusha, Sta Stachie, S.S., Clippahopper, Double YEAH! Finally serious what color do you think it is? Good guys don’t Psiquil. Tyson — “You guys can’t get away with it”. Holy Day, Xmas, J.L.S., Connectct, Dog foumin at mouth, locker room, chappel repaint, Taco Bell, Emily — Your parties, toothbrush, Eric, truth or dare. Lauren — Bergen Point Private Beach, believe me, G.P., Toman, G.H.S., sneaking in your basement window. Ding Dong Mag, Tanning Salon, puns did not leave footy. Peak face. My brother, Bubble Hubba, Chewy Halls, Driving to Sachem MEESY!!! Nicole — Oxz paid. Canada, Blue circles. G.H.S. KFL, Cutting in your room sshh. Connecticut, Tell me everything after we left the dead end! Tara — Lover who rocks you all nighty. Bungy Conso, Sunray Burnt, Rubbers, Spencers, Big Bravo, Shoutgun my house, reverse perm kis. Big Clai, Jenni — Yellow cowboy, P.B. in both ways. D. Boy Bergen Points, 18 candles Halowin!, big spiker, Randy Rhoove, Nikko dancing. Laut Vegas. Seana — Lillia. Good Girl Don’t Good... Yin Dee’s house, Big Bear in tighty whities, Big Water Bed, Big Box of Cereal, MEESY!!! Flashlights, Clean Flipples, Flipper Poolside, Mar Carwash. Alice — Shiny Doll, please tell in every language, That’s beautiful what is it velvet. Mr. D. First Co-ed sleeper, gibber control poll, an accident, free road text. Desiree — Car Warfs, BA, to Connecticut, G.H.S., my brother, My sister’s bathroom, Seaweed, Canada, Black Diamonds, ’87, Satory Party ‘90, Letters in cash register tape, Cory, D.D. Party. Dirty Dozen — All the Sweet Streets. J.Prom, Hecklher, Em’s Eads, Kris Krangkgs, New Year’s Eve 89, Em’s, ’90 ‘Tans 1991. Nicole, 92’s, Docs, Hornechoe, Allegahny, Niagra, i never, Quaintins. Good Times in Sachem, N.W.A., L.L. Cool J, How are you? What’s up, Tana’s pool, nice Beaver, Ax, Water, Pink Thing, Twiddle, Mimi, Lawn Ornamentals, Toilet Papering, Football, 8-ball games, Plane, Parade by the Dashboard Light, 40 ounces, Remi Car. You’re the best. Just kick in the ass, you know we still love you! My King. Let’s make a prince. Chad — I swear I loved you in Jr. High, Sean — Mountain, Dew, Be Loud! Frr — Prom, Sorry I slept. I’m never calling your house against Sr. Guys — Thanks for a lot of great memories, talks and hugs. Although I never say it, I love you! (I LOVE YOU!) Ms. Raab — Four years passed so fast! Thank you for all you’ve done and all the long talks. The best I love You Mrs Paeds — Thank you. Great you are. Great You are Brian — Maureen’s house 5-17-91, Graduation night Shifl, Sorry for falling asleep, Homecoming Night, Treasure Box “Love Juice It’s on!” (to Brian), 10-17-91 lol, Thanks for a lot of great memories. Never forget our friendship. Kemmy, just let me know when this happens. We’ve had a few bad times but too many good times to hide! Friend! Forever I LOVE YOU! Mom — Thanks for everything you’ve done! Sorry for all the fights. Let’s forget about them all and be best friends again. Don’t worry I’m never leaving you. I LOVE YOU ALWAYS.
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Senior Wills
Dear Patty Pickles,
You may no longer have freckles on your nose and fuzz between your toes, but you will always be our “Boo.” May all your dreams come true. CONGRATULATIONS!! You light up our life. Love Mom, Dad, Joe, Mike, Tina, Paul Heather, Cheryl, Phil, & Dr. Phillip

To Kyle Spear: Good Luck — Love Grandma & Grandpa
To Kyle Spear: “The Football Star (#54)” of our family — Love You

Pennie: We are so proud of all the good work you have done and we wish you the best future. Love Mom and Dad

Keri: We are so happy you and Pennie are best friends. We wish you luck in the future. Love Mom and Dad #2

To Our Princess — “Practice Makes Perfect” Love Mom & Dad
Keri — You finally stopped crying! Love Mom & Dad
Keri — You’re the best sister in the world — I love you Amy

Good Luck Joe Sollo

To Jessica and the Class of ’92, Congratulations and Good luck in the future. Love, Beth

To My Erin, May your tomorrows help you understand your yesterdays. Love, Mom

Congratulations, Kristie! All our love and best wishes on your future plans. Keep dancing! Love, Mom, Dad & Joanie

Mary — You have always worked so very hard. You have achieved so very much. As always, we are so very proud of you. Love, Dad and Mom

TO THE GRADUATING VARSITY CHEERLEADERS — You are the best — Good luck in the future. You will be missed. Mr. and Mrs. Calderone

To the Class of ’92
The best of everything in the years ahead, in whatever you do. The Allen’s
1. JENNIFER SPATAFORA
2. KERRY MOLLER
3. CHRISSY LACH
4. JENNIFER GELLMAN
5. PENNIE NASSERI
6. JACKIE MILLEN
7. JENNIFER CAMPO
8. LAUREN ATTWOOD
9. STEVE CIATTO
10. BARBARA CIATTO
11. ROZALYN MAIDA
12. JAMIE BRADLEY
13. JENNIFER HESS
14. NICOLE MIZELL
15. ERIC OLSON
16. EMILY GAULRAPPA
17. DESIREE RIND
18. GINA BARONE
19. ANDREW PAUCIULLO
20. NANCY RUSSO

1. GISELE MARINELLO
2. JENNIFER SOWINSKI
3. ALLISON CIANCARELLI
4. DEBBIE EISNER
5. MICHAEL TARALLO
6. EVA VERMONT
7. CHERYL LAVANE
8. ADRIENNE ZAMBITO
9. CHRISTINE YERKS
10. ANNMARIE INGINO
11. GIOVANNI ZELKO
12. LISA LAURENCO
13. KELLY RYDER
14. ALICIA PATERNO
15. MELISSA KING
16. JENNIFER JORDAN
17. PATRICIA GREGORY
18. CARA DONATO
19. KIMBERLY RICE

1. JESSICA NAGLE
2. ERIN BUONOAGUIRA
3. CASEY FERRARO
4. STEPHANIE CALDERONE
5. KEVIN WOODS
6. EARL GOESSWEIN
7. LISA TROCCHIO
8. TYNE BORGESANO
9. NICOLE LICHALI
10. MICKEY SINGH
11. ALICIA RANDAZZO
12. DINA TROIANO
13. RYAN CAMBERDELLA
14. BRIAN LAWLOR
15. JANELLE ZUL
16. TRACEY NODELL
17. AMY BUCHTER
18. DONNA CARRATU
19. KRISTIE DE LAURO
20. PETER BOWDEN
21. MICHELE PORTELLI

1. ROBERT LYN
2. CHRISTINE LOIACONO
3. NICOLE GUILLIANO
4. MELISSA FERAZZOLI
5. FRANCY BUIONOCORE
6. TINA LOMBARDI
7. JO ANNE COSTANZO
8. KRISTEN MANTIONE
9. JENNIFER ACCOVELLI
10. VICKIE BERT
11. STACEY IRIZARRY
12. ARTHUR PHILIE
13. HEIDI SCHMIDT
14. ROSELYN NICHARICO
15. DAWN HIMPLER
16. CHERYL BAK
17. BERNADETTE WALSH
18. DANIELLE MONACO
19. JENNIFER GAROFALO
20. CARY McHUGH
21. CHRISTINE HOFFKEN
22. RO HOFFMAN
"Remembering"

Remembering you is all I can do
I remember your smile, which made me smile
Remembering all the good and bad, helps me feel
as if you were here with me
Remembering your laugh, the laugh of all laughs
always makes me laugh.
Remembering you helps me to never forget you. I will never forget you, even as my life goes on. Every time
I remember the things you did, you are here with me.
Congratulations to the
Class of 1992
"Don't Let Anything Stand In The Way of Your Dreams."
Best Wishes
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Lawlor

Dear Lisa, We are very proud of you. We know you can accomplish any goals you set for yourself. Much success in college! Congratulations to you and your friends of the class of '92.
We love you.
Dad and Mom

To Kyle Edward Paul Spear:
"A son grows so quickly . . . Watching him change from a dear little boy to a wonderful young man is one of the greatest experiences a parent can know." You're the best thing that happened to me. Good luck and great success in your future.
Love You,
Mom

Mary —
YOU'RE THE GREATEST!
CONGRATULATIONS!
Love, Dad, Mom, Rob, Jimmy, & Tommy

We Love You Erin . . .
Mom, Allan, Maria, Ande, Grandmother, Papa, Aunt Mary, Uncle Bobby, Nicole, Uncle John, Aunt Nancy, Jonathan, Uncle Chuck, Aunt Jody, Lindsey, Kacey, Uncle Jay, Aunt Maryann, Jamie, Nicky, Danny, & the rest of the clan.

DEAREST SEAN,
MAY THE GOOD LORD BE WITH YOU
DOWN EVERY ROAD YOU ROAM.
MAY SUNSHINE AND HAPPINESS
SURROUND YOU WHEN YOU'RE FAR FROM
HOME.
AND MAY GROW TO BE PROUD,
DIGNIFIED, AND TRUE.
AND DO UNTIL OTHERS, AS YOU'D HAVE
DONE TO YOU.
BE COURAGEOUS AND BE BRAVE,
AND IN OUR HEARTS YOU'LL ALWAYS STAY . . .
FOREVER YOUNG.
MAY GOOD FORTUNE BE WITH YOU.
MAY YOUR GUIDING LIGHT BE STRONG.
BUILD A STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN,
WHETHER PRINCE OR A VAGABOND.
AND MAY YOU NEVER LOVE IN VAIN,
AND IN OUR HEARTS YOU WILL REMAIN . . .
FOREVER YOUNG.
AND WHEN YOU FINALLY FLY AWAY,
WE'LL BE HOPING THAT WE SERVED YOU WELL.
FOR ALL THE WISDOM OF A LIFETIME,
NO ONE CAN EVER TELL.
BUT WHATEVER ROAD YOU CHOOSE,
WE'RE RIGHT BEHIND YOU, WIN OR LOSE . . .
FOREVER YOUNG.
ALL OF OUR LOVE,
MOM, DAD, AND MICHELLE
A TRIBUTE TO DOC

"THE MAN WHO HAS TOUCHED THE LIVES OF MANY STUDENTS."

You are the eternal star that shines bright deep within the
darkness of the night
Through the thick clouds
Through the falling rain
The loss of you brings us great sadness and pain
Your ghostly presence I'll always feel
buried deep within my heart
hidden safe in the depths of my soul.
Me you will no longer console
My heart you stole
Your mortal presence I'll always crave
Your sacred memory I'll always save.
There's a time for life
a time for death
a time for peace
a time for war.
I'm feeling a loss like never before.
Your honour I will defend
Till times very end
For I am your eternal friend
Your death we'll forever mourn
from your death a new life was born
your death was not in vain
from your loss came another person's gain
you died with dignity
You died with pride
Now you've got heaven on your side
Ashes to ashes
Dust to dust
The advise you gave me, I used it with great trust
I know no one ever said life was fair
are so many people supposed to live forever in despair
your mortal presence I'll always crave
your sacred memory I will forever save
There's a time for life
a time for death
a time for peace
a time for war
You will never be forgotten your memory is branded in our
minds
rest assure
They say the good die young
Rest in peace
God gives life like the terms of a lease
"You never get somethin' for nothin'"'
to get you got to give
to forgive you gotta relive
you look down
my every move you see
fly to heaven your soul is free
tortured with my emotions I feel for you.
A special teacher/student bond grew.
Your mortal presence I will always crave
your sacred memory I'll forever save
There's a time for life
a time for death
a time for peace
a time for war
We're feeling a loss like never before
They say the good die young
Now the souls in heaven you're among
Life's too short to be mad
How can you have a good time if you're sad.
Roseanne Kellermann

This was written on behalf of all the students who loved
and cared for Doc like a father. God may his soul rest
In Peace. Amen . . .
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF '92
INSIEME

A restaurant around the way.
How many times have we eaten here Sunday by Sunday.
A table for two over there.
Hope I never see across from me an empty chair.

Love is calling. Can you hear me?
Love is calling. Will I hear you?

I want so bad to be with you.
A love that will last and be true.
I have something to say but I don't know if I should.
It's a question to ask but I don't want to spoil the mood.

Love is calling. Can you hear me?
(Sounds good.)
Love is calling. Will I hear you?
(Hope I would.)

Please, love me?
By Ken LaMella
GINO FASHIONS
TUXEDOS

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF
'92

TOLL FREE
800 MY-TUXES
800-698-8937

271 SOUTH WELLWOOD
AVE.
LINDENHURST, NY
11757

CUSTOM FITTED
BY
PROFESSIONAL TAILORS
Thanks for thinking of...

UDEL'S CARD CENTER
149 N. Wellwood Ave.
Lindenhurst, NY
(516) 226-1680

Linwood Delicatessen
CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS • HOMEMADE SOUPS & SALADS
302 35th St.
LINDENHURST, NY
FAX# 226-7065

PAK JEWELERS
MANUFACTURERS OF DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY
155A N. WELLWOOD AVE
LINDENHURST NY 11757
CUSTOM ORDERS
OUR SPECIALTY

THE CHIROPRACTIC
HEALTH CENTER
DR. DAVID J. PADLETTA
DR. DONNA M. BROWN
Chiropractors
1063 W. Montauk Highway, West Babylon, New York 11704
(516) 587-1717

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF '92

Ad 209
The

TEACHERS ASSOCIATION OF LINDENHURST

Extends To The Class of 1992
Its Best Wishes

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Stanley Rosengarten    Kisa Valenti
Joseph Dixon        Joseph Pozowicz
Faye Babel          David Gray

Carole Olsen

AFL-CIO

AFT

NYSUT

(Images of logos and insignia)
CARPETS, DRAPEs & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING

By Inter-County Chem-Dry®

REVOLUTIONARY PROCESS — SO UNIQUE IT'S PATENTED

- Dries quickly
- Carpets stay clean longer
- Eliminate unsightly red stains
  with our Red Alert
- Free estimates • Fully insured
- All work guaranteed

783-9339 or 226-2961
1-800-924-5100

CARPETS, DRAPEs, LEATHER, VINYL & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 1992

"GREAT JOB NICOLE"

---

QUALITY YOU NEED,
PRICE YOU WANT

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
CLASS OF 1992
LEE P'S

STAFF

STUDENTS
NOW

Mr. Pasdinner — Advisor
Ms. Barone — Advisor
Brian Lawlor — President
Pennie Nasser — Vice President

Gina Barone
Kelly Ryder
Roberta Masino
Greg Garvis
Arvin Arreliano

John Ogivie
Jeff Zaneloni
Adria Czarnomski
Allison Russo
Patty Drake

Marissa Scourto
Jennifer Marino
Colleen Calomino
Beth Nagle
Stacy Mazzeni

Sandy Chiang
Tyra Borgecano
Lauren McGowan

Student Council
Congratulates
The Class of 1992

THEN
"FOR OUR SENIORS"

This is truly a time of mixed emotions for us. We're so proud of all of you; you've come so far in the past four years. We're grateful that you've come to be a part of our lives. We're also sad that our four years together is coming to a close.

It's impossible to fathom that the time has gone by so quickly. The memories we have... Mother Goose, Dorney Park, the proms... will live in our minds forever.

We feel especially fortunate to have had the opportunity to work with you. Since we've had so few of you in our classes, if we hadn't been your advisors, we would have missed out on knowing some incredible individuals like yourselves.

We can never thank you enough for sharing the good times and bad, the laughter and tears, with us. All we ask is that you go out into the world and become the best that you can be.

We will always love you. Thanks again...

Ms. Raab & Mrs. Pardo
2002
Class Of 1992 Ten Year Reunion

We ask that all members of the 1992 graduating class fill out the following form on the next page.

Lindenhurst can't keep up with you, but you can keep up with Lindenhurst.

Please be advised that this must be mailed to Lindenhurst High School between the months of January thru June of the year 2002.

Return Address:
please mail to:

Lindenhurst High School 1992 Ten Year Reunion
300 Charles Street
Lindenhurst, New York, 11757
CLASS OF 1992
REUNION 2002

MAIDEN NAME;__________________________

MARITAL NAME;________________________

HOME ADDRESS;_________________________

OCCUPATION;___________________________

☐ M ☐ F

☐ MARRIED ☐ SINGLE

CHILDREN; YES: ______ NO: ______ HOW MANY: ______

DO YOU KEEP IN TOUCH WITH ANYONE? ________

NAME & ADDRESS OF:_____________________

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________